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INTRODUCTION

It has been my privilege twice to visit Canada, on each occasion in

the depth of winter, and previous to the opening of the Canadian Pacific

Railway—and though my observation was pi'incipally confined to the chief

cities, I returned possessed witli information and impressions gathered from

a variety of sources, affording many an hour's enjoyable recollection.

The genial and esteemed Vicar of Christ Church has charmed my home

circle by a fire-side description of his extended travels, and has since done

me the unmerited honour of asking me to write a word or two by way of

introducing his interesting and graphic description of " English Lands and

English Homes in the Far West."

I have great sympathy with the sentiment which says *' The travelled

mind is the catholic mind, educated from exclusiveness and egotism -," and

having read the letters of Mr. Wagstaff, which appeared in the Macclesfield

Courier, and subsequently the revised sheets of his tour, it is pleasing to

find that his pen has had entire freedom to depict, and describe, with

a frankness and naturalness positively refreshing, the varied scenes he has

visited.

Great Britain is on the eve of great changes' with regard to her " kith

and kin " beyond the seas ; and the results of the deliberations now
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PREFACE.

The following pages are, in the main, a reprint of a Beries of letters

which appeared in the Macclesfield Courier in the summer and autumn of

1889. They assume their present form in response to very numerous

and pressing requests. Nothing could well have been further from my

thoughts when writing them than the making of a book. I had but two

very simple objects in view. One of these was to keep myself in touch

with my parish and congregation during an unusually long absence from

them. The other was to enable them, as far as I could, to share with mo

the pleasures of my tour. When I mentioned these objects to tho

Editor of the Macclesfield Courier, ho at once placed at my service the

direct and ready facilities afforded by his columns, and iu doing so, gave to

the letters a currency much Avider than my own immediate aims required.

Thus widely published, the Loters not only reached a large circle of readers,

but were read with an interest which to mo was altogether unexpected.

Other journals at homo quoted them, and they also found their way back

to Canada, and were there re-produced. I can only account for this

interest by the fact that I tried to convey to my readers tho impressions

formed as I went along upon my own mind while tlio^o impressions
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were still warm and vivid. It is this fact which induces me^ in com-

plying^ at length with the request for their re-pubhcation in this small

volume, to retain their original character, instead of re-casting them in

a form less influenced by the local surroundings of those to whom

they were originally addressed.

I have but to add an explanation of the reason which has made

mo hesitate so long to accede to, and now at length comply v/ith, the

request for this re-publication. It is simply this. I could not be

brought to believe that they retained interest enough to ensure the sale

of a sufficiently large edition to cover the cost of re-production. But

this reason has now been removed by a goyerous ofi'er to relieve me of ^^

the pecuniary risk involved. If, therefore, this volume should afford

interest or pleasure to those who read it, their thanks will be mainly

duo to the nameless friend through whose kindess it appears, ^vw

J. WAGSTAFF.

Macclksfield, March, 1891

..

POSTSCRIPT :^Tho PhohfjrapJui mhlch illusfrato the Special EdUluti

nf thin work 'laiu) hcen ccccnted by Mesnrs. IJnilnek Ums., Ma,cclv8fii.l<l, to

whom I (jmti'fuUy ackiwwlcihjc 1111/ iibthhtednedn.

J. w.



CHAPTER I.

IN MID OCEAN.

VOYAGE across the Atlantic to Canada is fast becoming

a common experience. It has been so often described

that I cannot hope to present it in any now or specially

interesting light. The only novelty attaching to what

I may say will bo that which always belongs to the descriptions of

one who is telling just what he sees and hears. The very

commonest circumstances, when thus described, have an interest

which no laboured presentation of facts, otherwise obtained, can

possess. And for this reason, as well as for others of a more personal

character, it may bo possible that these jottings of my experiences may

interest the readers of the Courier, 'J'he majority of them must

always see life on an Atlantic steamer, and feel the sensation of an

ocean passage, through tho medium of others ; and they may find

some pleasure on this occasion in using my eyes and ears and thoughts.

I will not inflict on them any details of events prior to my embarkation.

It will Huflico if 1 say that on July 20th I left Macclesfield for Liverpool to

take charge of a party of emigrants for tho Society for Promoting Christian

Knowledge, whose work on behalf of those who leave the old country for
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new homes in our colonies is certainly not the least important of its

operations. The plan is to place the emigrants in the care of a chaplain

during the voyage. His duty is to attend to t ^ir spiritual welfare and

thcii physical comfort, and, on landing, to see them safely transferred to

clergymen specially told off to the duty of attending to their wants.

In this way they are saved from mistakes on landing in a new and strange

land ; they arc helped to suitable situations ; and they are so located as to

bo within reach of the ministrations of the Church, which thus follows them

with the care which a mother would feel for her children. As one of these

chaplains, with a body of emigrants under my care, I am now on board the

Dominion steamer Sarnia. The ship was timed to leave the Alexandra

Dock in Liverpool, in the afternoon of the 2i)th July. It was about 5-20

when we first found ourselves on the move. Our first stage, however, was

to bo only a very short one—to tako our position before the dock gates so

us to bo ready to steam out into the Mersey as soon as the tide would

permit. There we lay till about 9-;30, and I may use this idle time to give

a few particulars respecting the ship and the incidents of embarkation.

The Sarnia is a vessel of 2,500 tons, built for the Canadian passenger trade

seven or eight years ago. The present passage is her 56th voyage across

the Atlantic. Though she has been eclipsed in speed by more recent

vessels of the same line, she is a most comfortable and well-

appointed steamer, and several passengers on board express their

pretbronce for her above her newer rivals. The saloon, if not so gorgeous in

its fittings us some I have seen, has an attractive air of comfort. The
intermediate accommodation is decidedly good, and to those who can

dispense with car])ets and velvet upholstering, and content themselves

with food plain, but ample in (luantity and variety, the intermediate otters a

cheap and not uncomfortable accommodation for a voyage across the

Atlantic. There is of course a greater mixture of society than in the saloon,

but no more thim one nieeta with in a third-class railway carriage. The
steerage, 1 confess, is not attractive. 1 suppose the passiigo money is so
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The bunks are arranged on large shelves, one above the other, two being

on each side of the ship. The dining tables are placed between, along the

middle. Those shelves are divided into compartments by upright divisions

extending down their whole length, and about nine inches or a foot in

height, making sleeping compartments about six feet long and two feet

wide. There is no bed provided, but each passenger can purchase a bed

nnd pillow for the voyage ot a cost of 3s. Gd. This takes off the hardness of

the boards, and is, at any rate, clean and wholesome. The whola of the

fittings are unpainted deal, simply planed. The food supplied is plentiful

and good ; but at first passengers in the steerage would do well to provide

themselves with a little of their own, as it takes a day or two for their

appetites to grow accustomed to the hours of meals. I found on the first

night that some, having not much appetite for tea, deferred their meal until

supper time, and found there was no supper. If I had not been able

to procure them a few biscuits they would have gone hungry to bed. I

have frequently enquired since, and found no complaint either of the food

or the accommodation ; on the contrniy the passengers express themselves

warmly in praise of their quarters. 'Jhe chief complaint is as to their

inability to retain their food when they have partaken of it.

Before leaving the dock side a Government inspection, known as "clear-

ing," had to be undergone by the steerage passengers. This was called

"passing the doctor." This gentleman can^.e on board at about 2-30i

and, I should judge, does not find his work very oppressive. A cord was

stretched across the ship, and all the steerage passengers assembled behind

it. They were made to pass in single file between the ship's

surgeon and the Government Inspector. The examination did not appear to

mo to bo very searching, but no iloubt familiarity with the appearance of

infectious disease enables those accustomed to it to detect it at a glance. A
further ordeal, I am told, awaits them at the other end of the voyage.
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Those who cannot produce a cortificato of successful vaccination will have

to be vaccinated before leaving the ship.

At about 9-30 wo again felt ourselves on the move, and on reaching

deck we saw the lights on both sides of the river receding from view. Soon

afterwards wo passed the New Brighton lighthouse, and saw the light-

c^liips marking the channel over the bar far out before us in tho darkness.

1 stayed on dock until these wore passed, and thou, as there was nothing

more to be seen, I went beloy and sought my cabin. I was fortunate in

having one to myself, and in tho best part of the ship, so that the

motion is often scarcely perceptible. Early in the morning the southern

shore of the Isle of Man stood out clearly in view to tho north of us ; and

to tho west, in the clear, bright miming sun, the coast of Ireland lay

stretched out in wonderfully distinct outline. As tho day wore on we
approached nearer and nearer to it, and every house and meadow, and rock

and tree, stood out with the utmost clearness. We wore to call at Belfast,

or, rather, to put in at tho Lough, and await a tender from Belfast with

passengers and goods. As letters had to be sent off, I wont below to write

thorn, and also to prepare a telegram to bo sent on shore by the tender.

When this was done, there was the opportunity of gazing at leisure upon a

truly beautiful scene. The sea, with its curling and white-crested waves,

sufficiently ruffled to be picturesque, without causing much motion to the

ship, was glittering in the bright sunlight all around. Ballyholmo Bay,

with the town of Bangor, lay off to tho west, and farther up we caught

sight of Helen's Tower, of which Tennyson has written. The green slopes and

wooded hills stretching northwards along tho coast of the County Down,
aro tho property of the Earl of Dufferin, a name which Canadians on board

uttered with an emphasis of pleasure. In a little while after, we turned the

point, and Belfast Lough lay spread out before us. I had never heard it

spokon of for beauty, but as it appeared to us from the deck of the ship it

certainly made one of tho prettiest pictures I have ever looked upon. An
Irish gentleman who had a few weeks before visited Queenstown Harbour,

so famed for its beauty, said that in his estimation it could not bo said to

4
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exceed Belfast Lough as we saw it that moriiing. On the South the

wooded shores of the County Down formed a green slope down to the edge

of the sparkling bay. In the distance behind could be seen the Castlereagh

Hills and the tops of the Mourno Mountains blue and indistinct. At the

bend of the bay, seven or eight miles away, was Belfast. So clear was the

morning that we could sec the shipyards, the factory chimneys, and even

the houses, with wonderful distinctness. The town extends itself upon

the north shore of the Lough, and with few vacant intervals there were

houses and villages all along the shore. Right before us was Carrickfergus,

with its old grey castle with square massive keep, which gives its name to

the bay in which it stands, and on whose beach William III. landed when
he went to Ireland. In the background rose in succession Caino Hill,

Black Mountain, Divis Mountain, Colin Hill, and farther back, peeping

over the tops of intervening hills, the summit of Knocklaydo. Stretching

away to the North was a coast increasing in ruggedness, with the rocky

promontory of Blackhead bounding the view. The tender, bringing chiefly

steerage passengers, and goods in c.ises for Toronto, had discharged her

freight, living and dead, by noon, and at 12-30 the anchor was weighed,

the ship's head turned to the North, and we were fairly on our long voyage.

We might, until then, have changed our minds and returned home by the

tender. Now there would bo no more stopping of the engine, and no place ot

call, till we should bo in sight of Canada. The sensation of feeling oneself

committed to a voyage approaching 3,000 miles without sight of land, with

all the probabilities of storms or accident, and with no help nearer than

that which some passing ship might give, is one which I cannot describe.

We could only hope in God's goodness to bring us safely over the wide

waters, and we committed oursolvoa to Him.

For several hours the north coast of Ireland was kept in sight, its

scenery over increasing in wildnoss and grandeur. In places it seemed to

rise up sheer from the water, in an unbroken wnll hundreds of feet in

height. At others it was scarred and indented by centuries of Atlantic

weather, honey-combed with great caves, or broken by inlets running far
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up into the land. The mountains of Donegal stood out in the background

like a wall of mist in one long range, which, as we advanced, were to be

shaped into distinct ranges, and to be separated into bold and clearly cut

peaks. The two islands called " The Maidens," and the island " Magee,"

were successively passed, as were also the entrances to Loch Larro and Loch

Foyle. A very curiously shaped mountain named Slemish mountain was

pointed out to me. It rises abruptly from a plain, though, when first seen, it

appeared as one of the summits of the Antrim Hills. At the foot of it, St.

Patrick is said to have resided four years. Fair Head, Bengoro Head, and

the Pleaskin were rapidly passed, and we were steaming not far from the

coast of Rathliu Island, a wild and barren-looking spot, as seen from the

sea. Here Bruce was imprisoned when he saw the spider renew its

attempts to reach the roof of the cell until it succeeded, not

only in its own immediate object, but in stimulating Bruce, and

after him many others to persevering effort and exertion. The last

land to be seen was Tory Island. We passed it at 7- 10 in the evening,

and as it receded into the distance behind us, and finally disappeared, we

felt that we were indeed out on the ocean. No landmark of any kind was

now to be seen to guide us over the more than 2,000 miles of water which

intervened between us and the nearest point .of land on the other side.

Yet, straight almost as an arrow, the ship would speed to the point aimed

at, guided by the trembling needle, and making a line more direct (though

not so rigid) than a railway line would be. In her homeward voyage the

Sarnia ran hardly 13 miles more, from port to port, than the shortest

possible distance between Montreal and Liverpool. Let my readers try

to imagine how small a deviation that represents on a line 2,030 miles in

length. In the evening of Saturday I held my first service on deck, being

assisted therein by two ministers of Wesleyan bodies, who each spoke

simply and earnestly to the assembled passengers. All present seemed

grateful for the service, and asked that it might be repeated.

Sunday on board an Atlantic steamer had, for all of us, some points of

special interest, and it may not be amiss if I try to describe it." The
I \

-
\
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regulations provide that, weather permitting, there shall be morning prayer

on board, and, if possible, a sermon every Sunday. It was fixed for 10-30.

This in our longtitude would be at least three quarters of an hour later than

at Macclesfield. Notices were put up in every part of the siiip, inviting all

to come. On this occasion no distinction is made between first-class and

other passengers, but all alike are invited to take their places in the saloon.

As many as were well enough to be present came, including Germans,

Swedes, and Eussians, who could not understand a word of what was said.

The only exceptions were French Canadians and one or two Roman
Catholics. The saloon was transformed as much at possible into a church.

A cushion, covered Avith crimson cloth, was placed at the end of the centre

table for a pulpit, the piano in the music room, which has an opening into

the saloon, served as an organ. Prayer Books and Bibles, with Sankey's

hymn books (the only ones on board) were supplied to every seat. At
10-25 a bell was tolled, and the congregation began to assemble.

Ilie steerage passengers were placed in the best seats, and

the saloon and intermediate passengers left to fill the vacant

places and the music room. Every place was filled when the

service began. We took a shortened form of morning prayer with

two lessons. The second lesson for the day (Acts xxvii.) was singularly

appropriate (except, happily, as to weather and shipwreck), and was read

by the Rev. Mr. Grundy. I preached from Psalm xl., ] 7, " The Lord
thinketh upon me," and tried to apply the strength and comfort of the text

to the special cii-cumstances in which we were placed, or those to which

many present wore going. It may be that in time to come, when alone on

the wide prairie, or still more alone as strangers in a great city, unknown
and without friends, some may find the text recurring to their

memory, assuring them that the best nnd nn'ghtiest of friends is near

at hand. In the afternoon a deck service was held at 3-0, and
in the evening, at my request, service was again held in the saloon,

at which Mr. Grundy preached an admirable and interesting sermon

on *^ The Sea."
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I may mention a circumstance which greatly touched and impressed me
this Sunday afternoon. A tall and stalwart German, with his wife and child,

who are among the steerage passengers, held a little service for his family

and himself on the hatches covering the hold. He took out his German
hymn book, and sang to a plaintive and monotonous tune a hymn out of it.

Then uncovering his head, he prayed in an earnest voice and with much
readiness of speech. Though I could not follow him intelligently, I tried

to join with him in heart, and felt how close God could bo to every one of

us, however widely separated we might be by distance, nationality, or speech.
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CHAPTER II.

IN THE GULF OF ST. LAWRENCE.

S I write this, I am in the midst of a scene of marvellous

beauty. We are on the great Gulf of St. Lawrence,

so wide here that only on an unusually clear morning,

such as this ' is, is it possible to see the land on either

side. 1'here are parts of the estuary where it is quite impossible, in

any state of weather, to see from land to laud, its width in its widest,

'part being 265 miles. The bun is shining gloriously, the air is clear and

balmy, and the estuary spreads itself out like a molten looking glass, so

still that even the steamer's progress through it seems hardly to disturb its

even surface. Cast across it is a broad stripe of glory, caused by the sun's

reflection, it being early morning. The sky is of a deep clear blue mottled

with fleecy clouds, which reflect themselves as in a mirror, and a gentle wind

from the west is breathing on us as we glide along almost unconscious of

I motion. I am seizing the asfc opportunity 1 shall have, perhaps, before I

[reach Quebec, to continue the story begun in my former letter, and I must

fo back to relate the incidents which have occurred in the interval. Wo
)assed the '' Half-way House '' at midnight on Wednesday, the 31st July.

)f course, this house exists on no better foundation than a pleasant fancy,

lOugh the children on board, seeing it figured in pencil on the chart.
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imagined it was some island and house upon the way. Though the house

existed but in fancy, the effect ofpassing it on the spirits and faces of the

passengers was real. To those whose abode is on Canadian soil, it seemed

to mean that they were almost home ; and to those of us who regard

ourselves as strangers going to a strange land, it at least had the effect of

making us realise that one half of our ocean perils were over.

An interesting operation every day was the ascertaining of our latitude

and longitude. This is done at eight, and at twelve o'clock ; and at the

latter hour there is quite a small excitement to know the number of miles

run since the same hour on the day before. I am bound to say that this

excitement is not wholly due to a pride in the ship's performances, but

derives no inconsiderable share of its interest from the fact that it determines

who shall claim the sweepstakes. In these days the gambling spirit is

so universal that even so small an uncertainty as whether the ship's run

shall be 299 or 300 miles is made the subject of a bet. The stakes are small,

I believe, but the vicious principle thus stimulated is not unlikely to be

applied to larger amounts, and with far less innocent results.

This taking of the ship's position is simple enough. Only three things

are required—the sun, the sextant, and knowing how to do it. I am
afraid I am not sufficiently conversant with this last matter to be able to

enlighten my readers upon it. In general, I may say that the sextant—an

instrument which has a series of mirrors and a travelling indicator on a

numbered arc—brings the reflection of the sun on to the horizon and

determines its altitude. Then, by means of a kind of nautical readj-

reckoner, known as " Pity me " by the sailors, and the chronometer, the

calculation is made in a few minutes, which gives to within a mile the

latitude and longitude of the vessel. This, compared with the previous

day's position, gives the number of miles travelled. The bhip's clock is

then adjusted to the time of the sun, and our watches are regularly put back

to correspond with it. Every day we add about 31 or 32 minutes to the

length of the day, and have consequently to put back our watches by so many

I I
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|iuutes. As I write, I am nearly five hours behind Macclesfield time.

,ou get the sun, and with him your getting-up time and your breakfast

Rme, so much before we get him here. Though I seem to be losing these

lOurs now, I feel that I am only dropping them on the Atlantic to pick

lem up again as I return.

At about two o'clock on Friday morning, August 2nd, we entered the

liieberg belt. At three, several fine bergs came in sight, and then we were

ifliiarmed with a scene of much interest and beauty. The great danger of

His iceberg belt is that the weather may be foggy, and that the ship may
<iin into one of these floating masses before it can be perceived. On this

uaorning the wind was from the North-west, and the whole horizon as clear

as we could possibly desire. We were, therefore, without any sense of

cfenger, and able to enjoy the magnificent display. At first only one or two

cistern stragglers came in sight, but as the day wore on they became more
iltimerous, until we must have passed many hundreds, large and small.

Our cham.el between them was perhaps nine or ten miles wide, and they

Itemed, by the regularity of their distance apart, like Nature's buoys

iiachored in the ocean to mark out the safe channel for the shin

)r 168 miles we steamed through this magnificent avenue, with

jr white and glittering sentinels on either hand. It is well

l^own that they often present the most fantastic shapes. Some are

jiiBrcly floating blocks with a smooth, even top, as level as a table. But the

Ijority were worn and melted into strange and beautiful forms. One Avas

an enormous swan, with its pure white neck and body, almost per^^ct

shape, but cyclopean in proportion, riding gracefully on the still sea.

Luother was like the solemn face of an Egyptian Sphynx. A third looked

jxactly like a huge white horse swimming in the water—Neptune's horse

re called it, only Neptune had probably gone below to bathe. Some were

loating mountains, hundreds of feet long, and looking nearly as high. One
^B especially beautiful and curious. As seen at first it reminded mo of our

3hire hill Shutlingslow, as seen from Wildboarclough. By-and-byc, as

[came nearer to it, it took the form of a volcano with one side of the
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crater broken down, and, out at sea, at the extremity of a level field of ice,

stood a tower, castellated in form, and so perfect that it might have been

chiselled masonry. But as the berg floated past, quite near to us, and wo

saw it on the other side, it became transformed into a Gothic cathedral, with

high-pitched nave, transept, and cloisters, and a square, low tower,

surmounting the beautiful and translucent pile. Nothing could exceed its

strange and marvellous beauty ; and as the sun shone on it and lit up its

ridges and angles, and reflected itself from the crystal surface, it looked like

a palace of light, in which angels might worship, and the " Father of

Lights " might dwell. Later in the day a beautiful mirage entranced and

delighted everybody. The sea behind was become a placid lake, bounded,

as it seemed, by banks over which foaming cascades were falling ; iceberg

seemed piled on iceberg in the strangest and most fantastic way, or became

transformed into tents pitched on the margin of the lake, or gabled houses

dotted grotesquely up and down.

At three o'clock in the afternoon we turned our faces from the east,

where we had been watching the mirage, to the west, at the cry of " Land
in sight." Gladly did we look away from the beautiful illusions to the more

real, if less poetic, prospect before us. The land was the coast of the little

island called Belle Islo. In a few minutes the coast of Labrador, like a

cloud spread along the horizon, came into view. Even Labrador, though its

very name almost makes one shiver, was welcome to our eyes. As this became

more clearly defined to the north-west, the coast of Newfoundland, with Cape
Bauld, became visible towards the south-west. At four o'clock we passed

the lighthouse of Belle Isle, and entered the straits of that name. Why this

island should have been honoured with this fair name is not very apparent,

unless it was that to those early pioneers of Atlantic voyaging who first

discovered it, any land was beautiful which told of the probable termination

of their journey. In fact, the island is wild and sterile to a degree. Few
persons see more of it than we were able to see, and to us its treeless surface

covered only with the thinnest colouring of verdure, looked most inhospit-

able and forlorn There is said to be a lake abounding in excellent fish
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in the interior, but this, of course, we could not see. Only four people live

on it—the lighthouse keeper, his wife, their daughter, and her husband.

'J'hey are said to be very happy and contented. And why should they not

be so ? Government supplies them with food and shelter. They are lords

of the land they survey. Their cattle, if they have any, never break down
their neighbours' fences. They need neither policemen nor soldiers. They

4 arc never troubled with gas or water collectors, rates, taxes. School Boards
"^ or elections, and there is nobody to envy them. Their society, if not a wide

circle, can claim to be select. Why should they not be happy ? Still, with

all these advantages, few of our Macclesfield people would care to exchange

places with the inhabitants of " Fair Isle," Nor can I say 1 felt any strong

inclination to share in their advantages, whatever they may be.

1 he straits of Belle Isle, into which we were now entered, are about

i| 10 miles wide, and 23 or 24 miles long. The coast of Newfoundland, to the

south, was low and featureless, with no sign of human habitation upon it.

The coast of Labrador, on the north, was more interesting in a certain way.

f It was bolder in outline, and at times assumed even a savage aspect. But

pne*s mind went out beyond the coast line, and pictured a wild and

desolate interior, never thawed by the summer sun, and too inhospitable to

lintain life, save to a few wandering tribes. Yet even in this land,

inviting, perhaps, above all others on the face of the globe, Christian

isionary enterprise has penetrated, and in it simple and devoted men
re been content to live and labour, whose only motive was love of Christ,

whose only reward the blessedness of doing good.

Of Newfoundland there arc many curious and interesting facts which

light be mentioned were it not that space in the Courier and patience in

\e readers of it might be overtaxed by their recital. It does not, properly

leaking, form part of Canada, though it is a British colony. When the

leration of provinces was effected, in 1 8G8, Newfoundland preferred to

lain outside. Beyond these uninteresting coasts, shrouded as they are

fog all the year round, except on brief occasions such as that which
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unexplored, and supposed to be too sterile or too cold to sustain or attract

settlers, have been shown to possess vast areas of fertile land, only waiting

for the plough to produce food to an incredible extent. Strangely enough,

the lands lying to the North West, though in higher latitudes, are found to

have finer climates and milder winters than those more in the South, and

plains hitherto given up to the hunter and the trapper are being rapidly opened

up to the wheat grower and tlie grazier. The great Canadian l^icific Railway

crosses it from east to west, forming a highway for commerce between

ocean and ocean, and is not unlikely, ere many years have passed, to be the

connecting link between England and the far East,—China, Japan, Australia,

Kew Zealand, and even Calcutta. Of no smaller thing do Canadians

dream ; and if the reports I have heard on board ship be true, the steps

towards the realisation of that dream are already far advanced. This

country, then, must eventually become of the first importance to England.

Not only does it offer homes to our surplus population in climates suited to

tk northern race, but fields of vastest enterprise, in its mines of gold, and silver,

and iron, and coal, and its wells of oil and other hidden riches to the largest

capitalists. Already in a commercial sense it merits our best attention. It

18 a customer which we cannot afford to lose, and it furnishes a market

which we could not see closed without a sense of serious loss. Tho last

Blue Book tells us that Canada in the year 1885 had in imports and exports

H volume of trade amounting to £37,209,1-87. She bought £5,52G,»355 worth

Ihon! than she sold, and (jreat l^-itain was her principal customer. Wo
SChl to her goods amounting in value to £8,281,'55r), and we bought from

hbv wheat iind orher products of tho value of £8,375,51.1 . Sho is thus not

only iinporhmt as a field for emigration but a customer of no inconsidera})lo

fialiic. VVe sell to her coal, iron, earthenware, dried fruits, glassware,

U'<l\vare, cutlery, hats, caps, bonnets, leather goods, linen, salt, silk,

)ol, and manufactured cotton and woollen goods. Of iron, in its various

Ifernis, we send to her nearly a million pounds' worth every year ; of cotton

mnniifiichired goods another million ; of woollen fiibrics £1,715,000 worth;

^^silk n(Mirly another hnll-million, and of salt, a s))ecial product of Cheshire,

Mmy^^-
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£41,474. And in return we obtain from her a large proportion

of our food supply, bacon and hams, cheese and butter, flour, fish,

wheat, barley, oats, and other grains, besides an immense amount

of timber from her magnificant forests. On these grounds, therefore, Canada

is a country well worthy of our best attention at home. And this commerce

must vastly increase. It is natural that settlers from the mother country

should send home to England for such articles as they cannot produce

for themselves ; and as the country becomes populated, this volume

of trade must in the future be many times multiplied. The trade of to-day

is the growth of not more than about 80 years. In another period of

like duration, if the rate of progress in the past is maintained (and it will

prooably be immensely exceeded,) a mighty nation will bo dwelling on her

boundless plains ; the shrill whistle of the railway trains will be heard where

now all is solitude; towns and cities will be scattered over the rolling

prairies and the northern wastes, and the Atlantic be alive with vessels

bearing costly cargoes to and fro between it and the parent isle. Whereas

on our way out we only saw some three ships between land and land, then

the way all across must be like lines of ocean rails, on which the floating

trains must keep for safety in their outward and homeward tracks, if collision

is to be avoided. If my visit, and the account of it which I may be able to

send you, should in any small measure help to a more intelligent knowledge

of this great country on the part of our people at home, I shall feel that my
holiday has been doubly pleasant. When 1 write again it will probably ho

from Winnipeg, nearly as far westward of the spot on which I write as ] am
now from England.
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CHAPTER III.

WINNIPEG, MANITOBA.

friend, whose hospitality I am enjoying, was once

asked in England some questions about Newfoundland,

his questioner being under the impression that Winnipeg,

because in Canada, could not be very far from that

islaad t'f fog. It is difficult to realise it, but it is nevertheless a fact,

that ]\[acclesfield is rearer to Newfoundland than Winnipeg is, by

several hundred miles. And Winnipeg is only the Inilf-way house across

the continent. I have yet 1,500 miles to cover before I see the western

boundary of Canada, and the waters of tlio PaciOc Ocean. This fact may

help my readers to realise the vast size of this country, and will, I hope,

OOlVect the impression that it is some insignificant tract of land forming a

BOrt of appendage to the United States. The City of Winnipeg, from which

I MH writing, is situated at the junction of the Assiniboia and Red Rivers,

and is the capital of Manitoba, tho i)rairie ])rovince of Canada. It is as yot

rftther tho promise of a city than a city complete. bVr though it has grown

with marvellous rapidity, being a few years ago a mere cluster of settlers'

homes, and now has a popidation of 22,000, with fine buildings and all tho

arrangomonts of a town, it is yot larg(>ly a city of streets without houses.
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It has been laid out on a grand and far-seeing plan, with streets of unusual

width. It has its tram lines, telephones, and electric light ; and its fire

brigade is the most perfect in all its equipments that I have seen, except in

our largest towns and cities.

But, perhaps, I had better continue my story from the point at which I

broke off.

Our voyage of 900 miles up the St. Lawrence was one continual

delight. Except for a fog for part of one day, the weather was beautifully

fine, and the views along the river were seen to perfection in the clear air.

We sailed near the south bank until we reached Quebec, and for many miles

the northern bank was out of sight, owing to the river's great width. The
shore in sight was bold and grand, a succession of wooded promontories

pushing themselves out into the stream, with green, bright intervales

between, on which at first a few fishermen's huts were seen, and then, as

we pursued our way, rows of white houses, and village succeeding village

with hardly a break, until we had long passed Quebec. In everv village

could be seen a clean, now-looking church, with a spire covered with tin

glittering in the sun. Occasionally there were two spires, but the

sameness of these churches was remarkable. They might all have been
turned out of some wholesale manufactory ; they were all in the same
style, of the same colour, and, as far os I could judge, of the same size.

At the quarantine station, our medical officer had to give a clean bill of
health before wo were allowed to pass on. I may take this opportunity
of mentioning, for the benefit of intending emigrants to this country
who may take steerage passages, that a written certificate of successful
vaccination is required from every such passenger. If lie does not possess
it, he has to submit to vaccination by the ship's doctor, or else bo left in
quarantine for a number of days. Not one of our steerage passengers
had this certificate, and accordingly all had to submit to the operation
except those under seven years of age,—in which category was included aii

aged graudmothor, verging upon four scor j yours.
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As we approached Quebec, the river seemed to expand and then suddenly

contract, till it was only four miles wide. This narrowing of the stream was

caused by the high steep rock on which Quebec is built, on the

top of which, looking down the river, is the citadel, which

Wolfe so courageously captured. I was somewhat disappointed

with the height of this rock. The pictures I had seen of it led me to expect

much more lofty eminence. But we could not properly estimate its

elevation from the ship, and I could not get the time to examine it from

above or below. The monument to Wolfe and Mc \alr , the two opposing

enerals, who, as victor and vanquished, fell toguilier in the same battle,

stands a little below the citadel. The natural situation of Quebec i- its

greatest attraction. As a place of trade and commerce it seem* to bo

decaying. Its wharves and quays were almost silent, and only a couple of

COal ships were discharging cargo or taking it on board. Its great

commercial rival, Montreal, bids fair to make it into a second Venice, with

only a memory of a greatness which has departed. Nor is this impression

removed by a visit to its streets. They are narrow, ill-paved, steep, and

dirty, and the houses of the poorer classes look as if inhabited by people

without either spirit or ambition. The Citadel, the University, and the

Custom House, are fine buildings. Besides them, only the rehgioua

houses look as if anybody cared for them. These monastic and conventual

establishments—huge sepulchres for Hving people—are seen in plenty. If

the people are poor, and their houses squalid, those, at least, are rich and

beautiful ; and if the city is decaying, these are flourishing, like a parasitic

plant upon a rotten tree.

At Quebec wo parted with a number of our passengers. By taking

train here a day may often be gained by those who aro going west of

Montreal. Those of us who remained with the sliip had no reason to

regret it, for the warm day and clear atmosphere, with scenes of ever

changing interest and beauty on oitlior hand, rondiu'od our voyage

_deligliifi»l. For at least 100 miles abovo Quebec the river shows no signs

of narrowing, and not until Lako St. I'iurro is passed is there any striking
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change in the scenery. This lake is a shallow fiat, not more than from four

to six feet deep, over which the river spreads itself. The enterprise of

Montreal has, however, led to the digging of a deep channel through it—

a

submerged canal—along which the largest ocean steamers can go to the

deeper water beyond. The shores of the lake; fringed with trees, were

never out of sight, and here and there were low swampy islands, hardly

lifted above the water's level, which were covered with masses

of scarlet flowers, giving them a very gay appearance. From

here to Montreal the high banks and bold scenery disappeared,

and only a level, uninteresting stretch of country intervened. Churches

of the same everlasting pattern were thick upon the ground, and

village and town succeeded each other all the way. We passed at one

place a sunken ship, with its masts still out of the water. A collision had
made a great gap in her side, and she had sunk, with the loss of eight lives.

Thirty-six escaped, drenched, to land, in the early morning, and walked

two miles to the terminus of the Montreal tramways. I have never heard

of such red-tapeism as that which they experienced on endeavouring to

enter the cars and find their way back to Montreal. They had just escaped

with only their lives from the wreck, and none of them had a coin upon
tliem, or any article of value except the captain's watch. The conductor

refused to take tlicm until they had paid their faros, and declined the

captain's gold watch as a security because it would not go into the money
box. And so these unfortunate men had to walk eight miles into Montreal
while the conductor, with his empty car, rode beside them.

Montreal is as much alive as Quebec is dead. Here are factories and
warehouses, rubber-works and iron fmndrios, wliarves full of people, and all

the iudications of an energetic commercial capital. Its streets are not so

wide as thoy might have boon with advantage, but there are buildings as

tine as can be seen anywhere, and s(|uaros with gniss and flowers and
fountaius, giving the city a cool, rcfresliiiig look. J3ut the city is spoiled,
as far as its appearance goes, by the endless, and not elegant, telegraph poles!
The main strcuts are a perfuut network of wires, crossing and re-crossing in

.,j«-'
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every direction, which must, in winter, be a source of considerable danger.

The signs in the streets and the notices in the shop windows tell you at

once that you are in a city containing a heterogeneous population. French

and English are both spoken, but while both these races are contained

in nearly equal proportions within the city, there is no coalescing

of the twc elements. A visit to those quarters which are inhabited

exclusively by one or other of these nationalities is instructive. The one

reminds us of Quebec, the other of Manchester. Race is not the only

division. Religion is another, following almost the same lines. The French

are nearly all Roman Catholic, the English Protestant. Grave difficulties

ftre before the Dominion in connection with this dual nationality, with its

dual faith, into which I must not enter now. The English Cathedral would

make a fairly large English parish church. It is a Gothic building, with

aisles and transept, and struck me as being more pretentious than beautiful.

St. Georpro's Church is a more complete and satisfactory building of its

kind, built in a style perhaps best described as American Gothic. Attached

to it is a church house, or institute, of the most perfect kind I have ever

seen. I could hardly help coveting it for Christ Church. Opposite to it is

a miniature of St. Peter's, at Rome, and of St. Paul's, Lorr^lon, as yet

incomplete. The Roman Catholic Cathedral of ITotre Da.ne is a shoddy

structure, and made one think, from its external appearance, that it had

been built on reduced plans to save expense. Its two tall and dispropor-

tionate towers would have made one of decent dimensions, which would

have looked less contract-like. Inside it was one blaze of blue and gold,

which, though tawdry by dayhght, would, no doubt, bo thought by some to

be very splendid when lighted up. There are two galleries running round

three sides of the church, one above the other, |the remaining side, or end,

being occupied by the sanctuary. One of the newest of the public buildings,

and not the least impressive, is the Station of the C. P. Railway—a block

of Norman masonry, which is imposing from its massivencss.

The railway journey from Montreal to Port Arthur is through a wild

and broken country. Until within a hundred miles of the latter place, it is
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somewhat monotonous through the constant repetition of the same kind of

scenery, which, though wild and interesting at first, grows wearisome when

you have looked at it for days. River and lake, tracts ravaged by fire

and looking like a forest of bare, charred poles, stumps of trees in the

cleanngs, rude fences, small towns consisting of wooden shanties, built

without any regard to symmetry, and now and again a more luxuriant forest

growth, with noble treea and beautiful streams, make up my recollection

of it. Yet this country, with only the very thinnest streak of population

along the 700 miles of railway, is probably destined to become of exceeding

importance. These rocks and mountains contain rich veins of precious ore,

which some day will attract miners and the diggers in great numbers.

Already in some spots, people are flocking together, and the time must
come when the silent wilderness will sound with the hum of busy life.

But how shall I describe the superlative grandeur and beauty of the

remaining hundred miles to Port Arthur? The railway runs alono" the

shore of Lake Superior, and follows all the sinuosities of the coast line.

Now we were rushing through a short tunnel, now by the edge of the
waves, and now on a shelf of rock cut out of the face of a perpendicular
cliff. Mountains of Laurentian rock rose above us as straight as the
side of a house, 400 feet, 500 feet, and even 700 feet, and round their base,
bathing it with its white lapping waves, rolled the great inland
soa, studded with beautiful islands. Here and there the geographical
formation underwent a sudden change, and huge outstanding bluffs of
stratified rock, capped with basalt, rose sheer up out c^ the bosom of the
lake. The ride through this glorious scenery was simply intoxicating in its

delight. A party of medical men were travelling with us, and their admi-
ration knew no bounds. But while all this enjoyment was at its height,
another object caught our eye, which gave rise to one loud burst of cheering^
such as the magnificent scenery we had passed through had failed to elicft!

This was notliing else than a group of ladles and children, who emerged
from some sheltering cliff as soon as the train liiid passed. It was a sign
that wo were nearly out of the wilderness, and approaching civilised life
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again. Soon afterwards the train drew up at Port Arthur, I must not stop

to describe this city now, and, indeed, as wc had only a passing look at it,

it would not be easy to do so. The chief object of interest to us all was
an Indian baby, carried by its mother in a kind of cradle on her back.

The child was like a swathed mummy, but with a dark skin and lustrous

eyes, and looked out on the world with a good tempered face.

I will not now enter into particulars respecting the produce and

fertility of Manitoba. As I hope to see more of it, and to pay a second visit

to it on my way home, it will be better if I wait till then, that my present

impressions may either be confir;ned or corrected. But I wish I could give

my readers an idea of the prairie. There is no comparison that fitly

represents it. It is as level as a cricket field, and seemingly as boundless

as the sea. Looking over it from Stony Mountain, (the highest eminence

near Winnipeg, though it is barely 100ft. in elevation,) it looked more like a

level sea or lake than anything else. The soil is a deep black loam, with a

substratum of clay, and is so tenacious that after rain it is like walking in

birdlime. An American, wishing to describe the almost bottomless depths of

mud in the streets of Winnipeg, before its main street was paved with

wood, related the following veracious story :—He saw, he said, a man's felt

hat lying in the street. It looked a good one, and he picked it up, when,

to his surprise, he found a man underneath it. He helped him out, and as

soon as he was able to speak he thanked his preserver, and added, " I was

on horseback, and my horse is down below ; will you help me to get him

out ? " Not quite so deep, perhaps, as this story would imply, but very

deep, and seemingly bottomless, is the prairie mud. The grass, where the

prairie sod has been broken, is like a field newly mown, and as clo;ir of

weeds. The breaking of the sod, when it is not followed up, leads to

deterioration and a rank growth of weeds. Though this yea " is exceptionally

unfavourable, through long drought, I have seen some splendid specimens

ofwheat ; and the cattle which graze at largo over the prairie, with no fodder

given them by their owners, are sleek and plump in condition. Stock

raising even here, which is not the locality best adapted for it, must bo a

1
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profitable business. I have mentioned Stony Mountain. There is a herd of

buffalo grazing near this spot, and as these animals are fast becoming

extinct in this country, they are especially valuable. They are herded

like other cattle. Bears and prairie wolves are found in the wood^ but are

not dangerous. Here are the penitentiary and asylum for the province.

I went out one day to the end of a now line of railway and saw r. country

just opened up to the world. A picnic had been got up to celebrate the

railway extension, and to provide a holiday for the grocers and other

tradesmen of the city. It afforded me an opportunity of seeing the life of a

section of the population under a new aspect. We sat and watched a

seemingly endless procession of vehicles, of all sorts and sizes, full of visitors

bent on enjoying themselves. Though there were between 2,000 and 3,000

people, I noticed particularly that there was only one man who seemed the

worse for drink. Non-intoxicating drinks are used more largely here than

in England, and the result is probably due to this.

I fear it would be tsdious, and my time is too limited, to attempt to

describe the incidents and places here. But a visit to St. Andrew's on

the river side, which is a settlement of half-breeds, was specially interesting

to me. There I saw the grave of the pioneer of all the religious life of

the province. Its inscription was as follows :

—

Archdeacon Cochrane, ..
. .

Died October r, 1865,

Aged 70 )cais.
'

This man, whose name will be little known to my readers, came hero in

1825 as a missionary to the Indians. This country then could only be
reached by way of Hudson's Bay, the straits leading to which are only

navigable for three months in the year. Letters and supplies came only

once a year. Mr. Cochrane began to teach the Indians to settle on the

land and cultivate it. His disappointments and difficulties were many ; but
his perseverance and faith, aided by his robust individuality, overcame all

obstacles, and were crowned with great uucoess. He built St. Andrew's-
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Church, largely with his own hands, and ministered for many years to the

congregations assembling therein. After a sojourn of 40 years in the

wilderness, as he used to term it, he died in 1865, leaving behind him a

memory revered and loved. Missionar;^ enterprise can tell of many more
romantic and thrilling careers than his, but of none whose work has been

more self-denying and abiding. Lower down Wa8 the '* Lower Fort

Garry," a typical Hudson's Bay fort. It is a square, enclosing four or five

acres of ground, with round towers at the corners and walls about Oft. high,

both towers and walls being pierced with slits after the manner of ancient city

walls in England. The chief factor's house is in the centre, and the store,

stables, and houses of inferior officers are round about. Chief factor

McLeod, now resident there, was with his wife and family, except two

children, made captives by Big Bear, the Indian chief who took part in

Riel's second rebellion. They were made to walk 30 miles a day without

shoes, and were in constant danger of their lives. Their residence was

then at Fort Pitt, in the north-west, and after the suppression of the

rebellion they came to this place. But I must not be tempted to enter into

details. As soon as I have closed this letter, I shall be starting for Portage

la Prairie, where I preach an ordination sermon, and thence I go

westwards to Victoria. From thence I may perhaps write again.

I shall then be looking out on to the Pacific Ocean, with the

Eocky Mountains, and 6,000 miles of land and sea between me and home,

but with a feeling that my furthest limit has been reached, and my next

steps will be homewards.

Ih
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CHAPTER IV.

ACROSS THE PRAIRIES.

HAD not intended to write again until I should reach Victoria

but I find that to crowd so long a journey into one letter

would be at once wearisome to your readers and make too

great a demand on your space. Here, then, in a comfortable

hotel at Banff, at the entrance to the Rocky Mountains, and with an evening

unemployed, I take up the thread of my story again. To describe the

prairies is no difficult thing ; but when they are described as fuUy as words

can do it, no mere reader can picture them to himself with any le sense

of the reality. In some
_
irts they are wide plains, with scarcely an

undulation from the dead level; like an endless cricket field, or like a sea of

land. In other places they are bx'oken by low rolling hills, and scored out

by what have evidently been shallo v river beds, or chains of marshes and

lagoons. But one feature characterises them everywhere, for days of travel,

and as far as the eye can reach on either side. That is the entire absence

of trees. Dwarf willows may rise here and there to a foot in height, and

near some river bed, or in some creek, trees of some considerable growth

may be seen. But these are the rare exceptions, and every traveller will

feel and note this characteristic of treelessness everywhere. The landscape

as I passed through it, was generally uninteresting in the extreme. After

- m-'''mmmimfmm
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the first hour or two's travelling the grass was withered and brown. In many
places it had caught fire, and vast black patches disfigured the country.

These fires were, in some instances, burning as we passed, and several times

came up to the very edge of the railway. But there were also large tracts

of a bright green ; and when I say large tracts, I mean much more,

perhaps, than my readers may imagine—many miles in extent, and sufficient

to make farms for half the people in Macclesfield. Often these

bright spots are as green as a newly-mown field, on which the grass has

begun to spring again. In one part of our journey we passed along the

margin of great lakes which have no outlet, and are therefore salt. Around

these a fringe of white alkaline deposit glitters like a coronet of ice, and

in many cases the water has altogether gone, and a white dazzling patch,

relieved with rusty red, marks the place where once it was. But so vast is

the stretch of land between Winnipeg p.nd the place at which I am writing

that plots such as these, though bigger than a whole county, are no more

than a pond in the middle of a field.

Of cor.rse the soil over such an area must differ much in one part from

another. A description of it in oue place would be far less likely to apply

to another, than a description of the soil of Scotland would apply to the

South of England. Around Winnipeg it is a stiff, tenacious loam, black

and very fertile, but with clay at about two feet below the surface. At
Portage la Prairie, 50 miles westward, I obtained a section of it to the

depth of 17 or 18 feet. There were four feet of the richest black loam that

ever a farmer could desire, then a thin layer of arenaceous clay, then ten

feet of a light coloured earth with a clayey subsistence, then three feet of

white quicksand, full of water, and then, apparently, hard rock. This is the

richest spot in the province of Manitoba, and yields enormous crops of grain,

year after year, without a particle ofmanure. At Regina, 12 hours by rail west,

the land seemed much the same, but hardly so rich ; while still furthv^r west,

with places equalling Portage la Prairie in fertility, there were great stretches

of land looking poor and unprofitable, or parched and sandy. The Saskat-
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chewan Valley was ricli again, and seemed made to become some day

cornfields and gardens, in which everything would grow to perfection.

All along the line at intervals, are seen farms, measured by square miles,

on which the capabilities of the country are illustrated ; and certainly no one

looking at these farms would have much misgiving as to the

corn-producing qualities of the land. But this year has been a very

bad one. There has been great drought, and the streams are dried up, so

that I certainly did not see the best which the land can do. In some placees

the crrpa havo fai]ed altogether; in others they have been poor. In most there

is a crop, deficient as it is, which an English farmer would count as better

than his best.

Of course in every country there must be variety of seasons, and

Qj'a^ backs of cHmate, and these prairie lands are certainly no exception. The

two greatest drawbacks are dry seasons, with want of water, such as this

has been, and frosts when the grain is ripening. The way to obviate

the effects of the former on the crops has been found, so practical farmers

have told me, in an improved and more careful method of cultivation.

This improvoment seems to me so little and so obviously necessary that I

almost hesitiite to write it, and should not do so if I had not

the best of evidence as to the difference of results. It seems that

by ploughing the land in the fall, and drilling in the seed in

the fi it day 4 of spring, while as yet the ground, frozen four feet deep,

is only tl;av/ed three inches from the surface, the crop can be relied upon

to withstaTid such a drought as this year has witnessed. In addition to

this, this • improved" method of farming includes the leaving of, perhaps,

one third or one fourth of tho farm, in summer fallow. The wheat drilled

in m April, on the bord undersoil frozen to tho hardness of a rock, requires

liO more attention. As the summer advances the thaw penetrates deeper

and deeper, and tho ascending moisture feeds the plant, and renders it

mdep' i.iient of rain-fall for months. There is no manuring, and no

more attention of any kind till harvest. It may be asked, as I asked, with
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some curiosity, where the element of " improvement " comes in in such a

method of farming. If this is '^ improved," then what was " unimproved"
farming ? The answer was—sowing on the stubble, just drilling the seed

into the land as the harvest had left it, after the winter frost, and saving

the labour of ploughing. And this, surely, is simple and unimproved

farming enough. Yet even this, it seems, produces in fair seasons excellent

crops, and farmers have been tempted to risk it. In such a year as this

the result has been a straw too short to cut, while side by side with such
" crops " could be seen on plots treated on the " improved " method, fields

of wheat promisinfj 20 and 25 bushels to the acre. No doubt there are

places where even the " improved " farming has failed, but I speak only of

what I have seen. There seems, no doubt, from the testimony of everyone

I have spoken with, and I have taken some pains to enquire, that intelligent

farming can defy all droughts.

As to the August frosts the case is different. These frosts

are very singular. Their approach is indicated by a gradual fall

of the thermometer, which is anxiously watched, in the earlier days of

August. For one night, perhaps, while the grain is full and juicy, the fall

reaches a point which nips and spoils it. Then the thermometer rises, and

no frost is felt again for weeks. If the fall should, as it did this year, stop

short of this injurious degree, then after the first turn upwards, no more
fear is felt, and the crop is counted safe. Curiously enough, this frost is not

felt in some places, as at Portage la PrairiJi for instance, though apparently

as likely to bo subject to is as others. Nor docs it seem to be felt to the

same extent in the west and north-west, as in the more eastern parts of the

prairies. How to avoid these frosts, and render thoni inocuous, has yet to

be discovered, only it seems that a grain that ripens early })asHoa the

dangerous point witli safety. Put notwithstanding those drawbackH, thoso

prairies, and their extension to the north-west, must become the great corn

field of the worhl, surpassing the United States, or any other country yet

discovered, in the yield and quality of its grain. Cattle rearing, combined
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with grain growing, seems to be tlie safest kind of farming. The cattle

feed nearly all the year round on the prairie, costing their owner nothing

for food. Horses run out all the winter through, and cattle (except those

in milk) require feeding and housing only for a few weeks in tbe winter

and spring. I was told hy one farmer near Regina—who, up to now, has

been in doubt as to the future of the country, but who, since this year's

experiments' are turning out as they are, is convinced of its great rccources

as an agricultural land—tliat ho had never once given a handful of fodder

to one of the large herd of horses I saw being driven up to the house for

water during the whole of the last twelve months, and that he took in his

cattle on the 1st of February, and turned them out again on the 1th of

April this yoar. And the hay for this foddering is the wild grass of the

prairif, tlie right to cut which on unoccupied laud is about a shilling an

acre, with nobody to measure the acres. This man—now a man of

substance, and a member of the North-West Legislature—came to the

country five years ago witli nothing.

As to the climate, 1 am, of course, not competent to speak from, much
actual knowledge. The weather has been hot while I have boon hero,

registering 89° in the shade at one place, and IO.'J°at another. Yet, 1 felt it

far less oppressive than a hot summer day i;i England, and could not have

supposed the thermometer was so high if I had not been told it. Li

winter the cold is great, but dry. From nil I hear of it, it is far more

endurable than n cold winter is with us. The snow is dry and powdery,

and the air clear and bright.

I did not mean to give you this long dissertation on agriculture, and

it is time that I remembered the proverb about the shoenuiker sticking to

his last. And my last just now is ralher the j)ers()nal incidents and
impressions of my visit. If any farmer who may chance to read th(> fore-

going thinks he sees in what I have said a ])roof of how little 1 know about

farms, and grain, and cattle, and qualities of land, I will cordially join with

him in his conduHions. Only ! nmst beg leave to say that if 1 cauuot
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plough, a straight furrow, I can ask a straight question and take note of the

answer.

But now to my hist again. At Portage la Prairie I stopped for a

Sunday. There was an ordination there of a missionary to the Indians,

and the Bishop had asked me to preach the ordination sermon. I will not

repeat that sermon now, though to do so would bo sticking very closely to

my last indeed. Neither will I. repeat the much more admirable sermon

which the Bishop himself preached in the evening. But I may record my
impressions of church life in this colony as an agreeable variation to the

sermon. Its two characteristics which have struck mo most forcibly are tho

increased personality of the Bishop on the one hand, and the prominence

of lay influence on the other, above anything which I have seen in England,

whether in diocesan or parochial church work. To explain and illustrate

this statement would take me too long. Tho Bishop is certainly no merely

dignified head of the diocese, coming down occasionally, like a god from

Olympus, tvi show himself at a respectful distance to his awe-struck and

admiring clergy and laity. He lives amongst thorn. He shares the

hospitality of the humble parsonage or tho farm house. Dines on pork and

beans, if these are all that the larder affords. Has them for breakfast,

dinner, and tea—unles? tho beans run short; drives in a buggy, or carries

his own valise. The laity of his diocese have ceased to wonder at his lawn

sleeves, or think a, sermon any tho better because of them. Ho knows

every parish and mission in his diocese, and is really the counsellor and

friend of his clergy. liisliop's Secretaries, to answer letters and levy fees,

have not been discovered in these parts, nor have Registrars, Sealers, or

Chancellors, thougli all of thom may some day bo found among tlie, as yet,

undeveloped rosotirces of this country. (Jhurchwardons aro even admitted

without payment of fees, and actually succood in dischiirging their duties

notwithstanding, though such a thing would bo deotnod incredible in

England. And 1 luivo been so fortuuute as to moot with venerable arch-

deacons, who go from parish to parish of the p(»oror missions, and hold

visitations which aro roally visits of brotherly help and sympathy, without

I;
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fta " charge." And, most wonderful of all, very reverend deans and

reverend canons are the cathedral mission staff, going out every Sunday to

help the weak places and fill up the gaps. 'J'hus the bishop becomes the

central figure in Church life, and his active and pervading personality

shows itself in the officers which surround him being a great deal more of

men and a great deal less of dignitaries than we are accustomed to see.

And then as to the laity ; I noticed Avith much surprise, and more

pleasure, how much thev made the Chip h their own, supporting it liberally

and using every effort to make it pros} With no interference with the

proper work of the ministry, they assui and carry out all duties pertaining

to the temporalities of the Church. The Diocesan Synod is to them a

matter of real interest, and they take an iTitelligent and active part in its

discussion?—a thing all but unknown in England, where our laity take

scarcely more interest in such matters than in the eclipse of the moons of

Jupiter. With these excellencies of organisation, there are serious draw-

backs and defects. There are too few clergy to cover the ground. Mission

districts in which one man has charge of several congregations, lying 20,

30, 40 miles apart, are far from uncommon. '^Phcso congregations are small

and in new settlements, where everyone has to fight his way to a livelihood,

and where the people cannot, therefore, contribute enough to maintain a

clergyman for themselves, though they give with groat liberality. Men are

greatly wanted for this work, and though it sounds rough, yet those engaged

in it say it is a pleasant and happy life. And there is r« great want of funds

in a country where there are no old endowments on which to rely.

But the story of my personal doings is being forgotten, and I must tell

you something about Portage la Prairie. It is an extensive town, in tho

midst of the fairest portion of Manitoba, and, as a municipality, is in the

bankru ptcy court. I do not know how it reached that position, but perhaps

it was through tho " boom " a few years ago, which may bo taken as the

date of every disaster in these parts. Notwithstanding its insolvency, tho

town prospers, and the people bear tho matter lightly. My host had been
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moving his house bodily a short time before I saw him, and there was
scarcely a house in the town which had not undergone the same process.

Not long ago hotels and stores as large as the Angel Hotel, or Mr.

Tittensor's establishment, might have been seen moving up the main

street, with business going on all the time.

At Regina, I spent not an easy, but a very enjoyable day. Mr. Brown,

a Macclesfield man, met me at the station, at 4-30 in the morning, and

showed me all possible kindness for the sake of the old town, notwith-

standing the heavy bereavement he had lately undergone. Through his

kind arrangement, I was enabled to visit Government House, and the

different Government offices, from the heads of which I derived much
valuable information, especially on educational matters, while they, in

turn, were glad to know something of the working of our systems in

England. Regina ia the head-quarters of the north-west mounted police,

a kind of civilian soldiery, in which some Macclesfield men have served.

The Commissioner, with great readiness, allowed me to go over the

buildings and through the prison. This latter building has some little

inijrest in being the place in which Riel, the leader of the rebellion in

1885, was confined, and from a window of which he was led out to his

scaffold. The window was in the gable of the building, and the small

courtyard in which the execution took place is just beneath it. RioFs coll,

when I saw it, was occupied by a murderer, who had escaped from the States,

and been captured by the Canadian police. He was a spare, hardened-

looking fellow, who seemed to view his position without any concern.

His feet were bound with chains, and he was sitting on tho floor of his

cell enjoying his dinner. Among the other prisoners was an Indian,

undergoing punishment for rape, and his fleet foot was fastened to a heavy

weight of iron to pr' vent his escape. There was much to talk about

with my hospitable host and his brother concerning Macclesfield,

and we sat up so lutu at night that I nearly missed tho train next

morning.
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Our way west took us througli Moose Jaw, Swift Current, and many

other stations to Medicine Hat. All the country we passed Iiad once been

the home of great herds of buffalo There now remain of them only

their well-marked trails and wallows, and their bleached bones. Large

heaps of these bones were piled on the railway side to be shipped eastwards

for manure. I possessed myself of two grinder teeth, one of which would

suffice to make a complete double set for a man. At Medicine Hat we

struck the great river Saskatchewan, a wide and powerful stream, running

between soft clayey banks. In the upper reaches of this river r^re numerous

rattlesnakes, found, I believe, nowhere else in Canada. I had no wish to

see them, except ut a safe distance. Their bite is not in all cases

absolutely fatal, for a gentleman was at Banff who had been bitten years

before, on whom the effect was that of severe blood poisoning. It is a fact,

I believe, that pigs eat them without taking harm, but the bacon of

such pigs would scarcely find a ready sale at home. At Medicine

Hat was a garden in which every kind of English garden produce was

growing in great perfection, and one great breadth was gay with a magnifi-

cent bed of flowers. A cinnamon bear, and several foxes, eagles, and owls

were in pons by the railway side, and were objects of much curiosity.

We drew up at Banff at 5-20 in the mornhig, and found ourselves amidst

the T^ocky Mountains. I wish I could describe this place. To see it was alone

worth a journey from Europe. Banff is in the valley of the Bow River,

which runs in a deep blue stream, and pours itself over a ledge of rocks,

forming the head waters of the Saskatchewan River. This valley is nearlv

circular, and is walled in on every side by great mountains, rising to 3,000,

i',000, and 5,000 feet. I counted six distinct peaks, forming around me an

almost perfect circle, One of these I climbed for 1 ,000 feet for a better

view, but unfortunately the weather was not clear, and a thin blue haze of

smoke, arising from forest fires, hid the landscape. Nevertheless, I saw
enough to fill mo with nwe and wonder. Coming down 1 fell in uith two

"lumber men" fcK-.ig trees, and had the satisfaction of felling one myself,

about a foot in diameter. Unfortunately I (|uite forgot to collect the chips,
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which might, possibly, have come in useful for presentation to a bazaar.

Banff is chiefly celebrated for its hot springs. They are indeed very

remarkable. The Medical Association which met here a few days ago, were

much impressed by their value ; and rheumatic persons, or wealthy

valetudinarians at home, could not do better than try these healing waters.

The sea journey, and total change of scenery afforded by the railway ride,

would of themselves be likely to aid in the patier*^'s recovery, and the hot

sulphur waters might probably complete it. Uue well was hung round

with crutches left by the grateful patients who had come crippled and gone

back whole. The springs are three in number, and issue from as many
great fissures in the mountain, which, by the action of these sulphur-charged

waters, are now filled up with soft tufaceous rock, forming round hillocks

one above another high up the mountain. These hillocks sound hollow to

the foot, and doubtless are caves containing boiling water. The one in

which I bathed had been reached by a gallery driven into the side, and was

nearly circular. It had a hole in the top, and looked like a huge bee-hive. A
curious property of these waters seems to be to reduce obesity. One person

so afflicted had lost 221bs. in 22 days, to his great comfort and to the

improvement of his general health. Here, then, is a new hope for stout

people who are afraid of the advertised nostrums. A more pleasant method

of cure than a stay here can hardly bo imagined ; surrounded by all that is

beautiful in nature, with comfortable hotels, or separate houses if required,

drinking waters that are not unpleasant, and enjoying baths of natural

warmth that are luxurious. And even if the desired effect should not bo

realized, the visit in itself would be a joy for over.
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CHAPTER V.

THROUGH THE MOUNTAINS.

T is related of a certain Indian chief that he had a great wish to

see the ocean, across which the white men had come. He left

his home for a time, and journeyed eastwards till he stood upon

the shore of the Atlantic. When he returned to his tribe, they

were full of anxiety to know what the sea, which he had been to look upon,

was like. He sat and smoked his p'pe for three days in silence, and when

at length they pressed him to tell them, he made them a reply to this

effect :
—" If I should tell you what I have seen, and how large is the water,

you would count me for a dreamer, or put me away as mad." It is with

feelings akin to those of the Indian chief that I sit down in Victoria to

describe my journey through the mountains. All along the route I kept

saying to myself how is it possible to make anybody who has not seen it

realise this ? Can I do more than helplessly pile up adjective on adjective,

making the whole round of descriptive epithets which the English tongue

affords, till the circle is completed, and thon begin again? In truth it is

not possible for any word-paiuLer to colour these glorious scenes o the eyes

of far-off roadv.rs, and I do not know whether it might not be best, even

now, to relapse into the Indian's expressive silence. But my readers,

B».HI
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having followed me to the threshold of these scenes, will wish me, in how-
ever clumsy and inartistic a fashion, to conduct them through the crowning

glory of this 6,000 miles of travel ; and with whatever sense of inadequacy

and even of depair, I must attempt the task.

The gateway of the Rockies had been passed when we were at Banff.

We followed the course of the Bow river as our clue line to the summit of

the pass. Here nature has been the best engineer, and opened a natural

pathway. It was early morning, and there was, besides, the smoke of

forest fires filling the air, and draping the mountains with a thin blue haze,

BO that for distant views we were unfortunate. Nor, in the nearer objects

—

ifthe huge mountain masser that drew so close at times, and threw their lofty

summits straight above us into the clouds, be mentioned, oiice for all, as

now common features—was there anything to specially excite our

rapture. The first thing that awoke attention, and aroused us from a

feeling almost of disappointment, was the lake called " Summit Lake."

Its special interest^ beyond what its name conveys, was in the

fact that it has two outlets—one to the east and another to the

west; the former growing into the Bow Eiver, which' we had been

following, and the latter into the Wapta, or Kicking Horse. We
could not perceive that we had ascended at all, and if this was the summit of

the pass, then we could not realise what special charm there could be in

crossing the Eockies. We were soon to see. The ordinary engine was

unyoked, and a huge steam monster put in its place, with low wheels,

coupled in fours on either ,iide. After various trials, the pneumatic breaks

were found to be in perfect order, and the signal "All aboard" being

ifiven, we began slowly to move. I had secured a place at the back of the

train, on the projecting platform of the sleeping car, and there enjoyed a

coign of vantage. We soon realised that wo were descending a fearfully

steep grade, but the engine's slow, strong, steady motion made us feel

secure. In a little time the scene grew wild and terrible ; the bed of the

Kicking Horse became narrow and steep ; cataract succeeded cataract in
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quick succession^ and^ leaping into profound and awful depths, it soon left

us more than a thousand feet above it, and looked like a narrow streak of

glittering silver amidst the rocks below. And we had to overtake it in its

mad and headlong career somewhere in those depths beneath us. Slowly

wo wound round the sides of the pass, till it afforded us no more foothold,

and we had to leap across by moms of bridges, whose giddy height made

one shudder. Very thrilling it was to feel ourselves supported in mid-air

by these fragile-looking structures, built and bratticed up from the

hundreds of feet beneath us, or lightly springing from cliff to cliff over

abysmal gulfs. The track is laid for one line of rails only, and the train

filled the whole width of it, with neither parapet nor guard, and from our

position we could look straight down below us with nothing to intercept our

view. Nor was the terrible gulf beneath, with the foaming, dashing waters,

the only thing. When we could so far forget what was below us as to look

up, great walls of rock rose up above, whose summits seemed to be in the

sky. And this fearful but magnificent gorge proved to be but the

beginning of many. At Palliser the scene was, if possible, more wonderful

still, with a darkness and gloom, due to the high natural walls which shut

us in, adding a weirdness and strange creepiness to the scene. Savage and

fearful this gorge was, and one that will have burnt itself into the memory
of all who have seen it, though they will find it impossible to describe it to

others. After many miles of such scenery we struck the Columbia River,

hero a whitish-looking muddy stream of considerable size, though very far

from the sea, and crossing it we were out of the Rocky Mountains.

And v/as this the extent of ou*^ mountain ride ? On the contrary, it

was but the vestibule we had passed through; the mountains themselves,

as far as this railway journey is concerned, had yet to come. For lying

west of the Rocky Mountains is another range, which we in England, used

to our own small maps, are generally not acquainted with. This is known
as the Selkirk Range, and into this we entered on reaching the farther side

of the Columbia River. We had dismissed our great engine some time

ago, and been swiftly borne along by another of ordinary make. We now,
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in view of tlio pass which wp had to mount, at a uniform gradient of 116

feet to the mile, had to attach an engine specially made for this purpose.

Two of our party obtained a permit to sit on the cow-catcher of the loco-

motive, after undertaking to hold the railway company free of all blame in

case of accident. Permits, with this condition, are not difficult to obtain,

and a ride on the cow-catcher is no uncommon thing. Even a lady has

ventured upon it before now. But there is considerable risk, as a fallen

tree across the path might prove fatal. I kept my place in the rear of the

train, and had the advantage of finding myself in the company of an engineer

of the line, who was able to point out objects of interest by the way. Nature

had here also done her engineering in preparation for that of man, and we

followed the windings of the rivers and streams as the route naturally

marked out for us.

At first we followed the descending stream of the Columbia River,

and then when the Beaver Hiver joined it, we followed the up course of the

latter through a gorge of singular beauty and interest. As we ascended,

the sides of the gorge contracted, until they came so close together as to

confine the river to a narrow channel between two great rocks, and so

narrow was this that a tree laid across it formed a bridge. But who would

walk upon that bridge, over so deep and fearful an abyss ? This is known

as "The Gate." Passing through it, we rapidly ascended through an

increasingly wild and grand region to the hecrt of the mountains. Their

lofty summits, towering as much as 6,000 feet above us, were capped with

snow j
great glaciers filled the hollows in their shoulders, and foaming

cataractn rushed over their sides.

But the Beaver River route at length failed us, and we took the

guidance of a noisy stream up Bear Creek, mounting higher and higher,

and forcing our way through a pass discovered by Major Rogers in 1883,

and till then untrodden by the I*oot of man. The highest trestlo bridge on

the line has to be passed as wo approach it, 295 feet in height and built up,

tier upon tier, from the broad base far below to the narrow line above. Let
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your readers imagine, if they can, a bridge three times the height of Christ

Church tower, and fancy themselves on the top of it, on a platform 1 2 feet

wide, looking down on a roaring waterfall at the bottom. It is just beyond

this bridge that the mountains reach the climax of their grandeur. We
pass, as it were, into a great fortress, through a gateway whose flanking

towers are giant mountains, springing up a mile above us in perpendicular

height, and broken at the top into minarets and pinnacles of dazzling

white. From the glacier-clad sides of these vast monsters, avalanches

often descend, carrying trees and rocks before them, and hurling them into

the streams below. Their sides are all scored and torn by these slides ; and

uprooted trees, head downwards, are seen, which have been left after the

terrible fall. A.nd these fleecy clouds which float around the summits and

across the valley, will, with a little fall of temperature, descend in snow-

storms of terrible severity. To obviate the risk of the line being altogether

carried away or buried by the one or the other of these, tunnels of wood
have been erected over the line, called snow sheds. They are made of

great strength, and over their sloping tops the avalanche slides in safety, or

the snow lies thick upon them, while the train can pursue its way
unimpeded. •

And now the summit of the pass was reached, and the shutting off of

steam told ivi we were beginning to descend towards the Pacific coast.

Looking out upon our right, the line of railway was seen taking its way
through a very deep valley far below, and we were wondering how, without

taking a path too direct to be pleasant, we were to reach that lower level,

when suddenly the train drew up, and we found ourselves at Glacier House.

If anyone supposes that travelling in these mountains means hardship, he

should have seen this charming hotel, and, better still, have sat down with

us, with the keenness of a mountain appetite, to the elegant dinner that

awaited us. Here I met a portion of the Medical Association, with whom I

had travelled to Winnipeg, and who were returning from the coast delighted

and amazed at all they had seen. When quinine and bark and all other

tonics fail to create an appetite in their patients, or brace their unstrung
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nerves, they may perhaps send them here to drink in the ozone of these

mountain heights, and taste the exhilarating and appetising air around this

warm and comfortable hotel. It world bo certainly a pleasanter, and
perhaps a more effectual, tonic than any that can be rolled into pills or

poured into bottles. Near the hotel is the great glacier, hundreds of feet

thick, and sending forth ice-cold streams, the parents of great rivers.

Half-an-hour's walk from the hotel brings you to its foot, but to reach its

top is a work of greater time and difficulty.

Eefreshed by our stay at the hotel, we hurried again, at the con-

ductor's call, to take our places and witness the descent into the valley

below. It is accomplished by a wonderful feat of engineering, and the

line is here called the Loop. In zigzag coils, winding in and out upon

itself, and going alternntely backwards and forwards till three! railway

tracks arc seen one abovu another, the nne finds its way to the head waters

of Illecilliwaet Eiver; just come from the glacier and green with the glacial

mud. The journey through this river gorge was fine in the extreme. The

bare, savage mountains wo had j list left were changed into forest-clothed

heights, lofty and grand, with higher summits peeping over their heads.

The rocky defiles of a river are known in this country as " canyons," and

in one part of oar course the train stopped to give us time to get out and

view one of these, known as the Albert Canyon. The mountains suddenly

closed in, making a chasm, verj* narrow and deep, with their almost

perpendicular walls; and down where the root-? of the mountains joined,

through a gorge looking only a few feot ov yards wide, the Illecilliwaet ran.

From a projecting ledge of rock, protected by a hand-rail, we were able to

look into the dark depths below us, and up the singular gorge. Some of

our party threw stones into the stream to count the seconds occupied in

their descent. ^lost of these passed out of sight, aid their striking of the

water was never seen ; but one I followed occupied a space of time while

I counted eight rather slowly, between leaving the hand and touching

the water. The beauty of these valleys and gorges is often disfigured by the

great patches of burnt and charred trees, for these forests of spruce and
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pine and cedar easily ignite, and the fire rapidly spreads. One steep mountain

side, at least 2,000 feet in height, had been completely swept by a forest

fire, and was bare and black from top to bottom. Very sad it was to see

noble trees, and hundreds of acres of them, turned into a black field of

charcoal. One curious thing I noticed respecting the cedars. They

burned from the inside, and were converted into tall chimneys, the bark

being unconsumed, and the smoke issuing from the top.

Towards the evening of that day, as the sun began to decline, wo
reached a large and beautiful lake, called the ShuLwap Lake. On the map
it is a large and straggling sheet of water, witii great arms stretching out

into the mountains, like the tentacles of an octopus, but to us, as we skirted

its shores for sixty miles, it presented the nppearanco of along narrow lako

about a mile or two miles iu width; and very beautiful this lako was. It

reniindod mo strongly of our own Ulleswater. The cloudless blue of a

prairio sky, to which I hud been accustomed for so long a time, hero gave

place to a heaven mottled with moving clouds, whoso edges were fringed

with gold, and between which were deep interspaces of blue. It was an

English sky; and, spite of all that tliis country has to show, was all the lovelier

for that. As these clouds noved in the srentlo evenino- breeze across tlio

heavens, tlioir shapes and colours came out in beautiful reflection in the calm,

unbroken surface of the lake, and mountain and island, and rock and tree,

and passing bird repeated themselves again us in a molten mirror. Steep

mountains dipj)ed into the lake, their s'des painted in all the most lovely

hues, and striking contrasts of colour, which forest growth, and moss and

fern, and changing leaves, and dark and gloomy rocks bare and scarred aa

if by lightning, mingling together could afford. Every now and then somo
gap ill the hills uround revealed a vista of wondrous beauty, and afforded

peeps inio tlio realms of fairyland, where all was lit up with the glow of

a setting sun, and bri(lg(Hl by a sky of blue and gold. A lov(^lier landscapo

I never hope to sec.

'fhe night now closed in, and covered, doubtless, viows as raro and
pictures([ue as those I had looked upon. lint ouo may tiro oven of scenes
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like these, and with no sort of regret at what I was losing, I turned in to

sleep. By morning we had reached the Thompson River, and when I looked out

at four o'clock we were slowly and cautiously threading our way along its

windings, 170 miles from the end of our journey. In spite of all that I havo

tried to describe, I think this last day's ride will, on the whole, be best re-

membered ; for the canyons of the Thompson and Fraser rivers are sucli

scenes of exciting grandeur that they must leave a vivid and abiding im-

pression on the memory of anyone who beholds them. Perhaps, however,

it may be that as I have seen them last, they nre the more vivid to mo.

Ideally I do not know whore to begin nnd what to isay in describing them as

I saw thorn that morning. My first sensation was one of creepiness as I

found myself being carried over high bridges, whose foundations seemed to

rest on a loose and rubbly mountain side. And next I remember being

struck with a thin line which kept appearing and disappearing far below

me, and which I afterwards found to bo the Cariboo Koutl, but so far down

as scarcely to be visible in the early morning haze. And now and again J

passed a solitary hut or shanty, whci^e occupants—gold diggers, no doubt

—

were still asleoj). Those shanties, often not bigger than a good-sized packing

case, were evidently the drawing-room and bedroom of the occupant. His

dressing-room, whore his boots, taken off the night before, hung over rails,

was o\jt of doors. So too was his kitchen, roofed in by the sky, and with a

cooking range, which consisted of a round iron pot. iUit as the morning

brightened other things attracted my attention. A wondrous scone spread

out before mo when the sun lifted himsolf above the eastern summits. The

steep hills which formed the ojjposite bank of the river were one beautiful

and fantastic mixture of colours—orango, and green, and purple, and blue,

and dark rich brown,—made not with changing foliage, but being the natural

colours of the rock itself; and up above shone white limestone summits

broken and jaggeil, and reflecting back the sun's rays. lieneath was (he

great river, and beyond were snow-clad mountains, glowing with changing

tints of pur])lo and gold.
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We stopped for a time at the junction of the Thompson and Eraser

Rivers, at the town of Lyttoii. Up the latter river, on the further side, was

the place where there was the great gold rush some years ago. There is no

rush now, but only the slow and regular work of patient crushing and

washing, with the expectation of moderate finds—a healthier, if less exciting

kind of speculation.

And now we turned to desc >nd the Frazer Itiver, but words fail me
to describe our passage through that most wonderful and most terrible

canyon. To tell of high cliffs, and rushing waters, and lofty blood-

curdling bridges, and sheer precipices with wooded heights, and snow-

capped mountains in the rear, and mighty cascades—is but to repent once

more language that I have used already. And yet, though the scene is not

the same and has none other in the world to equal it, I have no other

terms in which to describe it. Like a huge serpent wriggling between the

rocks for many miles, ran the great river, and following every bond of its

mighty folds, went the railway, now close to the water's edge, and now a

thousand feet above it, the very rocks which seemed to defy our progress,

themselves affording the means of forcing our way. On the other side of

the gorge was another road, which, before the railway came, had been the

only mode of access to the country beyond. This was the Government

road to Cariboo, the same which I had seen on the Thompson River. How
anyone had nerves to make or travel on this road is a marvel. It is the

most perilous path, at least as seen from the opposite side of the river,

which the foot of man could tread. Now skirting the edge of the angry

stream, and now hanging at a giddy height above it, there was Jiardly a

yard of ground that was not paved witli danger and deatli. In some
places it was built on i)iles driven into the hill side, and at others on poles

laid horizontally, and oftoner over loose ground, where landslips froni

above frequently blot-kiul the way. I thought at first it was but a mule

track, but wheeled vehicles, wagons with leanis of horses, used to jjass

over it, and perliaps may do so still. Often has a poorliuleti mule rolled over

and been lost in the stream below ; and wagon teams coming ou
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treacherous ground, with perhaps a restive horse, have slipped and fallen

hundreds of feet, and been dashed to pieces. It may be asked, why
should men follow such perilous paths, and put their lives in jeopardy ofl

such high and treacherous ways ? For here were no towns or villages,

but only great mountain fastnesses. The answer is in one word, "Gold."

The scent of gold brought men from afar, and no path was too narrow or

too dangerous if it did but lead to it.

I must not forget to mention a sight on tliis Frazcr liivor which

anN'ono would have to wait at least four years to see again. This was the

ascent of the salmon to their spawning grounds. They wen; literally in

hundreds of thousands, nay, I may say millions, forcing their way up the

eddies to tho higher water. The river was darkened with them, and it was

hard to believe they were not stones of some dark colour lying in the river

bed. Nor were they small fish either, but fully as large as tho sahnon wo
see ordinarily sold. This journey up to their spawning grounds is always

their last. They lay their eggs and die; and remembering this, it was with

a disposition to moralise that one watched them mount that watery ladder

of death. This year will witness an enormous export of salmon from tho

" canneries." Indians catch the fish by sitting on a lodge of rock, or in a

canoe, and simply dipping a hand-net into the moving shoal, and Chinamen

prepare and " can " thoui for tho nnirkets of the world.
«

I must, however, close, and hurriedly relate that \ reached Vancouver,

the Canadian San Francisco, at about 2-15. The steamer for Victoria was

waiting, a floating palace, to convey me ah)ng the last stage of my outward

journey. Through ft beautiful archipelago sho took us, past isbiiuis that

looked like earthly ])aradiaes, and at 0-lJt) 1 stopped on shore, to finil myself

gn^otcnl by kind friends, before unknown, but whose hospitality knows no

bounds. After a few days' rest and (piiot here", I turn my ste])s towards

homo; but, if your readers are not wearied, I ])ropose to continue my story

us I make my way, through scenes and cities unvisited as yet, which lio in

my homeward route.
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CHAPTER VI.

VICTORIA, B.C.

^3M Hv*

HAD space at the close of my last letter very barely to mention

the city of Vancouver. It is too important a place to bo

passed by without some further mention. It derives its

importance from two circumstances. One is that it is the

terminus of the Canadian Pacific Railway; ihe other is its harbour, called

Burrard Inlet, on the shore of which it stands. This inlet is a fine sheet

of water, entirely protected from ocean storms. The Railway runs along

its south shore, close to tho water's edge. On the oppoHito side are

l)oautifiiliy wooded hills, and here and there tho white tops of snow clad

mountains are seen behind them in the distance. Tho railway platform

and tho landing stage for tho steauiers are connected, pretty much as is

the case at Fleetwood. l\issengers going direct to Victoria find tho

steamer lying alongside, and timed to start immediately after the arrival

of the tiain. Those who have time to stay lind Vancouver City well worth

a visit.

Perhaps no city has luid a more roniarkablo growth. In May,

1880, not a house was in existenco. A magnificent forest covered tho

whole site. The remnants of tho forest, now mado into a public park,
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contain some of the largest trees in the world. In May, 1886, the first

buildings were erected, and in three months a new and floarishing city had

sprung up. The houses, of course, were of wood and soon erected. Streets

were laid out, and all the preparations made for a large population ; then

came a fire, which destroyed every house but one. The city, as I saw it,

was just the growth of three years. Yet it presented all the appearances

of an old established Colonial town. Streets Avere laid out in due regularity;

tram lines, telegraphs, telephones extended in every direction ; hotels,

stores, municipal buildings, and handsome private houses met your eye

everywhere. The population nurab^'red about 6,000, and every aci,; of

land in the neighbourhood had been eagerly bought up. In tiio centre of

the city I saw one of the best possible indicatiojis of the hopeful future of

the place. Three places of worship wore being built within almost a

stone's throw of each other, for the Baptist, Congregational, and JVcsby-

torian bodies respectively. Each of those would hulJ, when completed,

certainly not less than six or seven hvmdred i)ooplo. And in close proximity

to the same spot were a Methodist Church, substantial and spacious, and a

Boman Catholic Church, undergoing enlargement. The spot where all

those places of worship were grouped together is known as the " Holy

HilV and would seem to have some title to the name. It may illustrate

the rapid rise in the value of land in this city, if I mention a fact concern-

ing the Young Men's Christian Association Booms. Four years ago the

site on which these premises stand might have been bought for almost

nothing. They front one of the main streets, having a depth behind of 132

feet and a frontage of 25 feet. Six months after the second founding of

the city this plot was purchased for £1 10. The two adjoining lots, with

the same depth antl a frontage of 46 feet, are now worth together not less

than £1,100, tliougli only the stumps of largo trees and clumps of luxuriant

ferns occupy the ground.

This rapid prosperity is duo to the fact that the railway, which, until

1886, had stopped at Port Moody, at the head of the inlet, was then carried

on to its present torniinus. Vancouver has probably a prosperous career
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before it. Lines of steamships are already formed to sail between it and

Japan and China. Others—of the newest typo and swiftest make—are

being formed to run to Australia and New Zealand. And as this new

route to our great Colonies at the Antipodes is both a varied and pleasant

one as well as being rapid, and takes in Canada by the way, there is every

prospect of its being largely used in preference to the routes hitherto

opened.

But ^ must pass on with my story. From Vancouver City to Victoria is a

sail ot seven hours. A more delightful trip can hardly be imagined. The

course is down the Straits of Georgia. On the left is the mainland, on

which is one interesting feature. The boundary between the United States

and Canada is here the 49tli parallel, which, of course, is a purely

imaginary line in most places. But here, that boundary, where it touches

the ocean, is marked by a clearing of trees. Passing it, you have before

you the beautiful Olympic range of mountains, and the noble peak of

Mount Baker, nearly 14,000 feet in height and covered with perpetual

snow. On either hand, as . the steamer makes its way, are green islets,

covered with trees, and on the right is the coast of Vancouver Island.

Turning a headland on it we catch the first sight of the city of Victoria.

A more beautiful sight than the harbour of Victoria it would be hard

to find. The darkness began to fall on us ere we reached the landing

stage, and the reflection of the lights of the city in the still waters was

almost fairy-like in its effects. I found so much to interest me in Victoria

that perhaps a more detailed account of it may not be without interest to

others.

'J he city extends itself around its lovely harbour in every direction. The
streets are all straight, and run either parallel with or at right angles to one

another. This is the case with all colonial towns. This seems a not

unfitting characteristic of business thoroughfares, since the ])nrposes to

which t'ley are devoted ought to bo straight and scpuire. But it does not

add to ';heir beauty. This regularity of arrangement is rolioved, however, in

•. I'
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the resiflontial parts of the city, and is even forgotten, through the taste of

the citizens, aided b}'' nature in her softest mood.

The first thing which will strike a visitor from the west will probably be

the Chinamen, with whom the city abo'inds. Their look of unruffled serenity

reminds you that they term their own country " The Celestial Land." Here

they are dwelling for a while in voluntary exile. They do all the menial

work. T'lat which with us is done by the general servant, waiting maid,

cook, washerwoman, laundress, is there done by Chinamen. They are like-

wise the scavengers and porters. But they are only in this country, and not

of it. They make a separate stream in the currents of city life, with a colour

of its own, and never mingle with the rest. Their dress, their religion, their

family, and household customs, all are distinct. So little do they regard

themselves as more than temporary sojourners in the land, that, not only do

they send back to China the money they earn, but even their bones, after

they have been buried for a certain time, are dug up, duly scraped and

cleaned, packed and invoiced, and returned for re-interment in their own

land. The Government derives a regular revenue from the permission to

thus exhume their remains.

The Chinese quarter of Victoria is known as China Town. 1 paid many

visits to it, and had the advantage of seeing it in company with a friend on

good terms with them, and, in some of the lower parts, with the presence and

knowledge of the Chief of Police , who kindly did his best to afford me the

fullest opportunities of seeing this quarter to advantage. For some time I

had difficulty in knowing the men from the women. Their faces seemed all

alike—smiling, placid, yellow. Their dress, mostly of blue, and loose fitting,

seemed alike, for all wore trousers. I first learned the difference of sex by

observing the hair. The men plait it into a pigtail, which is beautiful in

proportion to its length, and often roaches down nearly to the ground ; the

women aro deprived of this adornment. The other mark of diHtinction

was in the amplitude of the trousers—wide and breezy—which are

the Bpocial adoruTnent of Chinese female loveliness. Their shops or
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.stores are always interesting, displaying the skill and taste of this strange

people. So, too, but in another way, are their social habits. After

much difficulty, and many bland assurances that no such place was to be

found, I visited an opium-smokers' den. It was a sad a sickening sight

;

wrecks of humanity lay there, in the dark and close rooms, stretched out

at full length, either inhaling the deadly fumes or reposing in the tem-

porary dream-like happiness which the smoke is inhaled lo produce.

Quite close to this den was the abode of a leper, who was kept se«-^uded

from all society. I should have had no wish to see him in any case, but if

I had had such a wish, the sickening effect of the atmosphere I had been

breathing, and the sights I had been witnessing, would have made this

addiv onal horror too much. A Chinese barber's shop is not exactly an

inviting place. To watch the mowing of a Chinaman's skull, the stubbly

growth on which is not previously softened by any such grateful

emollient as Pears' Soap, and to listen to the regular swish of the razor,

hke a sickle in the corn, is enough to make one abjure shaving for ever,

as a heathenish custom, The additional operations of the barber's

art I prefer to leave undescribed.

t the religious customs of this singular people attracted my
attention most. Their temple or Joss House, as it is called,

occupies the upper floor of a large store, and my friend was able

to procure me the most unreserved information about the mode of

worship therein. The Joss is like a dressed doll of unusual size,

decorated with a black moustache, and with the usual oblique-looking

Chinese eyes. He is dressed in scarlet and bedizened with gilt and

spangles. He is placed in a kind of tabernacle, and before him are

placed smaller dolls or deities. The curtains of his shrine are richly

draped, and a profusion of gilding is displayed in all parts. Before him,

at a little distance, are joss sticks burning—small thin tapers of wax

—

which give off a sickly smell. And further away still are placed three

cushions. The devout Chinaman on entering first pays his fee at f. corner

desk or counter. All the benefit of his devotions depends on that fee. In
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Kneeling devoutly on the cushion, he puts his forehead to the ground, rises,

extends his hands, kneels again, and then whispers to the Joss the questions

he has come to ask. '^ Will the child he is expecting to be born to him be

a son ? Is the place of employment he is going to likely to be a good one ?

Is the speculation he has embarked upon goiug to turn out well ? Will his

enemy overcome him ? Is there any charm against him ?
" These are the

questions he asks. He receives the Joss's answer in this way. On the side

of the room is a set of pigeon-holes, like those containing labels at an

English Railway Station. On these are numbers corresponding to those

on the lots he has drawn at the counter, and in the pigeon-holes are ^ .inted

slips of paper in Chinese character, containing the god's answer. I obtained

two, and had them translated for me. One informed me that next year

would be better than this. The other assured me that if anybody tried to

hurt me a black dog would bite him. I mention this that my enemies may
beware. They told me they did not worst i this Joss. He was, they said,

only a reminder, as a picture might be, of some virtuous man departed,

whose example should be imitated. This may be only what they tell to

strangers, and what their intellect suggests as some sort of justification for

their folly. As a matter of fact, they offer to this gaudily-dressed doll their

worship, if worship there is in a religion which can hardly be distinguished

from fortune -telling. One could not help a feeling of compassion at the

sight of such mental and spiritual degradation, and breathe, in the idol

temple, a silent prayer that the dayspring of a purer, holier light might

dawn upon them.

This thought was not less powerfully present when visiting tho

Cemetery, a spot where one cannot but reflect on the great future. The

contrast presented between tho Christian and Chinese portions of this

enclosure was striking and «nggestive. On tho ono hand there was

brightness,—epitaphs breathing tho language of Christian hope, and flowers

to speak of love and peace. On the otlicr,—graves ilUkupt, tho grass in

m
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places burnt and black, with a kind of hearth iu the midst, reeking with the

odours of recent religious performances.

But I must pass on. The Chinese are, after all, only a fraction of the

population of Victoria, and 1 must say a few w^ords about the English

portion. I use the word English advisedly, and with emphasis, for when I

once v^cntured to speak of them as Canadians I was immediately corrected.

Being bound up in the Dominion of Canada does not, as I had ignorantly

supposed^ make tliom C;inadians. They claim to bo English, living in

British Columbia, proud of their country, its climate, and productions, but,

of course, no less English on that account than the inhabitants of the Isle of

Wight. In their view the Canadian is an inhabitant of the councry east of

the Rocky Mountains, who speaks with a nasal twang and " guesses" very

much, in fact a cross between an Englishman and a Yankee. The

inhabitant of Victoria is English ; his very skies are English ; so are his

climate and the productions of his country. He is simply living in an

outlying portion of the dear old country. If my own experience is any

guide, the fact of being un Englishman, and having recently come from

home, is u sure guarantee of friendly treatment and lavish hospitality.

And, indeed, Victoria did seem to me more like England than any other

place I had visited in Canada ; b'lt England improved in many things. Here
I saw little to suggest the idea of poverty. There are no poor, and no

slums. Labourers working on the roads were getting their eight shillings

a day, joiners twelve, bricklayers twenty, and all in full work. The climate,

too, is English very much improved, and the fruits and flowers perpetually

remind one of home.

The public buildings of the city are not numerous. The Government
buildings are small, but complete in their way. There is a City Hall, a

Theatre, and Post Office of moderate dimensions, but without attractions.

The Stores, on tho contrary, were ecjual to almost anything in Montreal and

Toronto iu the choice and selerition of their goods. 'J'ho Cat)iedral is a

wooden building, \vith an iniposing-lookii'.g square tower, situated on a J

•*-*mm^
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commanding eminence, in the centre of the city ; it is a conspicuous object

from every part. Close by is Bishop's Close, the residence of the Bishop,

an inviting, pretty, unpretending house, surrounded by a lovely garden.

There are other cliurches, but they are chiefly small. Roman Catholics,

Prostbyterians, and Methodists have each theu' own places of worship.

I may mention, to the honour of the last-named body, that they alone

seem to realise the fact that the Chinese in their own citv are as much

heathen, who need evangelizing, as those who are farther away, and

appear to feel that it is a Christian duty to preach the Gospel to them.

Their mission is not, indeed, successful, but at least it bears testimony to

their faith and zeal.

But I must'not prolong this description. I will therefore just add that

Victoria is feeling keenly the rivalry of Vancouver City, and the disappoint-

ment is deep at the railway not having been made a little further North,

whore the straits are narrow, and island? are so placed as to be like the piers

of a great bridge, and which seemed like nature's invitation to the engineers

to carry the line across and terminate it in the capital city of the province.

Some day, it is said, this will be done. But, however that may be,

Victoria is meanwhile suffering. Though still ths capital, and boasting the

title of the Queen City of the West, the stream of commerce seems not

unlikely to flow past it, in the newer channels which are being dug for it.

Nevertheless, Victoria must be pronounced one of the most inviting places

in the world to live in. With a beautiful sea Avashing its shores, and

wooded heights rising behind it; with snow-clad mountains across the

strait, and lovely islands dotting the blue waters ; with a climate all but

perfect, and an air of refinement about the place which contrasts with most

other Canadian cities, and with unlimited opportunities for sport, there is no

-wonder that Victoria is regarded as an attractive spot. Perhaps it v,as duo

to such considerations as these, or perhaps I was influenced in my judgment

• by the unbounded kindness I received there from people whom I had never

• before known ; but, vhatevor the cause, I left Victoria with greater regret

'than I felt at leaving any other place I have hitherto visited. ......
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CHAPTER VII.

WITH THE MISSIONARIES.

[HE town or city of Gleichcn is uot likely tube found on ordinary

maps of Canada. It may contain some 20 wooden houses, of

which, of course, one is a store, another an hotel, and a third a

post-office. There is a church which will hold nearly 40 people*

and the whole population may number something under 100. Tourists do

not stop here ; and though there is a railway station, it is very unlikely

that many travellers, though going through it, have ever seen it. For the

two trains passing it in the day are at hours when most passengers are either

asleep or are trying to court " nature's sweet restorer.'^

It was at this station that I alighted one Sunday morning

at something after five o'clock. I had been to Victoria, and enjoyed

several days' welcome rest there with friends who knew not how
to do enough for me, and I was retracing my step:" by the way

I had gone. There was great temptation to stop at Glacier House,

in the midst of the Selkirk Mountains, and visit the great glacier.

Nearly all tourists do this. But I had to make my choice between this lovely

spot and Gleichen, on the dreary, uninteresting prairie. And the latter won
the day. The reason was that there is near it a large Reserve occupied by
the tribe of Blackfeet Indians in all their native barbarism, in which the
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Church Missionary Society has recently established a mission. I was wish-

ful to see heathenism in its coarsest and most savage form, as found in this

country, and to learn by actual experience the nature of the mission work

which is carried on there. So, after travelling continuously from the

previous Friday morning, I alighted at Gleichen.

I had no expectation of having a companion, but I happily met

with one in the person of the brother of the lady missionary among
the Indians. He came up to enquire of me, at the moment that I

was approaching to enquire of him, the way to the Indian Reserve,

and we both together enquired of some one else, who was able to

direct us to the trail. We left our baggage at the station, and set

out to walk, the distance being something over four miles across the prairie.

The clear, bright morning air and the springy turf made walking only an

enJQvment, and for a long time we had stretched before us, in glorious

outline, the white summits of tho Rocky Mountains. By-and-by we descended

towards the river bed, and they were lost to view. The river here is the

Bow, the same as that seen at Banff, and forming the head waters of tho

Saskatchewan. After a while the Indian tents, clustered in groups cr

scattered over the plain, appeared in sight, and iu half an hour more v/o were

at the outposts of the camp. As we passed through, a dog would sometimes

give warning of our approach, and a black head with a pair of glittering

black eyes would be projected through the door or opening of the tent or

" tepee.'* This would be hastily withdrawn, and one or two more take its

place. But no one accosted us, and we made our way to the buildingwhich

we rightly judged was used for a church. Near it was the mission house,

and a little farther beyond lay the residence of the lady missionary, and the

small boarding school. We were both unexpected visitors. I had written,

but my letter had miscarried, and only arrived after me. Nevertheless we

were received with tho utmost cordiality, and for my part, since I had

satisfied the rules of courtesy, I was very glad to think that we should see

and share in the life of the missionaries just as it was, and without any

preparation being made for us.
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• The clerical missionary in charge of this station, tho Pev. Mr. Timras,

.

was away in England in broken health, employing his enforced leisure in

printing a grammar and dictionary of the Blackfoet tongue. It has never

before been reduced to writing. The mission, therefore, was in tho

temporar} charge of his two lay helpers, Messrs. Stocken and Swainson,

and the lady missionary. Miss Brown. Mr. Stocken was holding service at

some place 27 miles away and would not return till evening. We saw Mr.

Swainson coming out of the mission house just as wo turned the corn r of

the church enclosure. He received us warmly and without the least reserve.

We were Englishmen, and I was a clergyman, and this sufficed for

introduction. When, in addition, I informed him of my interest in tho

Church Missionary Society, and my wish to see something of actual mission

work, I w.is made thoroughly at home.

We were taken first across to tlie house of Miss Brown, who,

doubtless, was surprised at having such carl}' visitors. She asked

us inside, and as soon as the cow was nillkod we all sat down to

breakfast. Hunger, after a morning walk across tho prairie, made

all things good. Porridge and milk, brown bread and preserved

apples, with a small pot of raspberry jam brought forth for our special

honour, and tea, constituted the repast. There was no butter nnd no

delicacies of any kind—for, as they said with needless apologies, wo had

taken tlunu unpropnrcd. While we were at breakfast Indian men, women,

and children came and peeptMl in through the window, or walked in by the

back door without lli()nj,-lit of apology. One, the second chief of the tribe,

named "Old Sun," a tiill old warrior snid lo bo over 90 years of ago,

walked in with stately step, ami shaking hands with each of us, took his

seat on tho sofa close to me. Ho has been a groat warrior in his time and

has many scalps in his ])osses8ion—trophies of liis victories. Ho was wrapped

in his blMnk(»t and had a covering over tho back of his head. Jio had been

very ill and was very d(>spond('nt this morning, telling tho missionaries,

with expresivo gcvstures, that he was " going to tho sand-hills." Wo gave

liim n cup of tea, nnd I enquired the nature of jiis ailment. In niercy to mo,

N>iiii
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in the midst of breakfast, only an evasive answer was given. But when
our meal was over, and wo got into the open air again, the missionary

informed me. It illustrates the filthy habits of these savages, but out of

consideration for the nerves of my readers, I withhold it.

The day I found was somewhat unfortunate for seeing the regular

Sunday work of the mission. The Minister for Indian Affairs, from

Ottawa, had notified Ilia intention of visiting the tribe that day, to hold a

great " pow-wow," ci palaver, and the Indians were in a state of great

exeitemenc. The choice of Sunday for such a function was an unusual

circumstance, and contrary to the general custom of the Government, whose

desire it is to train the Indians to regard Sunday with something of the

respect shown to it by the white people. The exigency of circumstances,

as the Minister himself explained, caused, in this instance, a departure from

tho general rule. The result was that the whole tribe was in a great state

of commotion. Men and boys and women on horseback, galloped wildly

about, and the " braves '"' of the tribe wore dressed up in all the glory of

paint and feathers. One whom I particularly noticed had an enormous pair of

wings flapping about on his back as he rode his horse, and had grotesquely

ornamented his hond to rej)roHent that of a cock with a great red comb

along the top. Mission work was rendered impossible by this interruption,

except in an individual sort of way, and I did not see the usual Sunday

service held among them.

Ibit to resume my story after this digression. I accompanied the

missionary to tho mission-house, determined to lose nothing of his whole

day's proceedings. The mission-house is a low, one-storeyed bnilding, built

of trunks of trees smoothed on two sides, and jointed together at

the cornora. Inside there is a lining of planed deal boards, tongucd and

ooved, but not Dainted. b'nterinir tho housegr 1>

room which serves for the roco})tion of the Indians. Leading out of it is tho

kitchen, in which is a well covered by a trap door, with a pulley arrango-

ment lor drawing water in one corner. Next is the study, occupied by one

t
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of the mission party, and further on a larger room, used by another. Three

small bedrooms and a larder complete the whole. The furniture is of the

simplest kind. Of carpets there are none. A goodly collection of books

was arranged on shelves, which were home-made. There was a complete

absence of those numberless comforts which we should look for in the

simplest parsonage, and often in a cottage in England. These noble and

self-denying men, in addition to their isolation, working on unknown and

unthought of by the world, have all the petty drudgery to undergo of

doing with their own hands every menial office about their house.

The first duty of the day, after breakfast was swallowed and family

prayer had boon held, was to attend to a number of sick cases. These were

mostly cases of scrofula or syphilis. The whole tribe is in a state of most

horrible corruption from these complaints. Tlio cases which I witnessed

and assisted to dress were loathsome and sickening in the extreme. It

was with difficulty I could retain my breakfast, and those sights cause a

shudder as I recall them now. Jjittlo children had their bodies twisted and

distorted by their complaints till they hiirdly retained the human form. One

whom I saw could only move about like a wild animal on rU fours, if I had

been able to photograph him, 1 doubt whether anyone would have guessod at

first that it was a human child. I^csido the patients at homo there were

others to bo visited in the 'Hepees." I will leave their cases undescvibod.

The "tepee" is tho Indian's tent or wigwam, It is mido by placing a

number of polos in a circle, three of which are fastentul together iu>ar the

to]), nnd the rest made to lean against them for supjjort. Around these

poles is then stretched tho material for tho tent, a hole being left at the

top to servo as a chimney. 'Wo circle inside will ho about 12 or '•'{ feet in

diameter, and in the centre a tiro of wood is always kept burning, the smoke

from which nearly chokes you as you enter. In a single tepee there will

sometimes be three or more families, and rarely only oni^, and not tho

slightest separation or ])rivuoy of any kind is possible.

It was now time for churcli, and I officiated, ft was an lOnglish service

at (ileichen, which tho missionaries, in addition to their own si)ecial work,

'•t_rr'-a ix. r.
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cfirry on. After service, and dinner which vve ate in the midst of a perfect

s rvavtn of flies, we visited every house in the town, and at half-past two

came Sunday school, at which, being the stranger and guest, I did the

whole teaching, telling the children something about our own Sunday

schools, and about F^^ngland generally—a ne/er-failing topic of interest in

Canada. We then all drove back to the mission. The evening after tea

was spent in visiting the Indians in their " tepees," to minister to their

bodily wants and to say a word about the Good Physician, where there was

an opportunity. Then, the labours of the day being over, the mission

assembled together once more for quiet Sunday conversation and prayer.

The succeeding day was largely a repetition of this, with the

omission of the service at Gleichcn. Mr. Swainson had his Indian

school in the morning, teaching them both in Indian and English. They
were taught to repeat familiar texts, such as " Christ Jesus came into the

world to save sinners," and to sing some well-known children's hymns,

C]., " There is a happy land," &c. Their voices were harsh and
un-musical, and their departures from both time and tune frequent. The
patience re([uired to teach these Indian children must be great indeed.

Unused to bo under the slightest control by their parents, the restraint

of school life, even for an hour in the day, is very irksome to them. Atov^ery

whim and impulse which crosses their minds the)'- expect to be allowed to

give expression to it, to get off their seats, to do just everytliing t]i(;y

should not do at school. I can conceive no labour more truly arduous than

to toa(!h these Indian children. All honour to the patient, single-minded

workers who are willing thus to sow for future labourers to reap.

An incident of to-day was the (roverninent distribution of rations.

This is done twicj or three times a week, and consists of a certain

((unntity of beef and flour given to the head of every family, at the rate of

HO nuu'h per head. The rationing was r.ot interesting as a spectacle,

and WKs slighdy disgusting. 'IMio Indians are the pensioners of (he

Govornment, and are sup[)li('d with every neccssnry of life. It is a

premium upon idleness^ and the Indian is not likely to work when he can
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live without it. The Government, however, is acting upon policy. Those

Blackfeet could bring 1,000 men into the field at any time, all six feet

high, and powerful in proportion to their stature, besides their squaws,

who makf no insignificant part of an Indian army. They know the

hiding places of the rivers and creeks, and could do a world of mischief

before any sufficient force could assemble to put them down. Hence the

Government aim at making them feci it to be to their advantage to be

peaceable. The indolence thus fostered is a serious hindrance to mission

work amongst them. It confirms them in their present state of life,

and sets before them no gain or benefit attending exertion. The

progress of the mission has been slow Jind discouraging. For five

years labour has been carried on amongst theni, and no definite results

are perceptible. It has been so among many tribes of North

American Indians, who now are wholly Christian, and if the delay is a t»'ial

of faith and patiencD, the sovereio-n })owor of the remedy the missionaries

bear with them has been too often tried to render the issue doubtful. Mr
Timms, by reducing their languago to writing, has largely prepared the

way. When they read the Scriptures for themselves, and talk over their

contents around their tent fires, the work may probably go on much

faster.

On the evening before I left there was an unusual commotion in the

camp. 'iVmi-toms were beating, dogs barking, and women howling in the

most horrible tone of voice that human throats could utter. It turned

out to be nothing but a tea dance, and a woman calling to remombranco the

loss of a child. The moon had juHt completed its second (luarter, and was

shilling in a clear and cloudless sky. They are worshippc^rs in some dim

way of the sun and moon. I'rofessing to believe in one great spirit, and

having no idols, they are, in this respect, above the level of some other

heathen tribes. Good and evil spirits, to whom they attribute all the

good they experience and all the ills they endure, are the real objects of

their worship. T«> cast out the evil spirits from their bodies when they arc

ill is the work of their medicine man. I went into one tepee whore a
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fine young woman lay ill, her husband caressing her. The medicine

man had been, but I had come over the sea, and was " a great holy man,"

and no doubt I could do her good. I was passing towards her, when I

was suddenly turned back and made to go the other way round, lest I

should tread on the spot where the medicine man had wrought his

charms, between the patient and the fire. At another time I saw the

exact spot where the evil spirit had entered into the back of an Indian.

He laid his back (as broad as a small table) bare for me to see, and a

companion made a mark by wonting his finger and dipping it in the

wood ashes to show mo the spot.

These Blackfeet Indians, as I have already said, are loss iuHuenced as yet

than any others by the development of the country, and the Christianizing

and civiHzing iiilhionce." which have been employed with marked success

with other and uiildor tribes. It was for this reason I desired to see them.

They have a custom (now happily rare, and forbidden by the Government)

of admitting their braves by a terrible ordeal. This is the hanging of them

up by skewers passed through the tlcsh of the back or breasts. They hang

until the llesh breaks. If the man so much as utters a cry of pain ho is

disgraced. I heard that this had been recently perfornKjd.

The chief of the tribe is Crowfoot, a stately, dignified Indian. Ho has

a buggy, a gift from the Govermncnt, and the only wheeled vehicle in the

tribe. After the rebellion in 188;J, in which the Blackfeet took no action,

this buggy was given to him for his loyalty; and with a view of impressing

him with the power of the white man, and ndding fear to interest for his

loyalty, ho was taken to Winnipeg, and shown all that was likely to impress

him. The constabulary were drilled before him, 2 t in number, the firo

brigade brought out, and ho was taken to the theatre, where he saw and

hoard artificial thunder and lightning. lie was too much of an Indian

to show any surprise, and acted out the nil aihulrdvi part to perfection;

but when ho returned to his tribe ho gave voice to his thoughts. Tho

thunder and lightning had impressed him greatly, but tho coustabulary
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evolutions had had on him exactly the contrary effect to that which was

intended. He thought the white men must be great cowards when 24

men could frighten them all. He had been particularly struck with the

slender waists of the Winnipeg ladies, and ventured on this explanation

of the phenomenon :
—" You see," he said, " we Indians feed our horses

on grass, and they are large and round. The white men feed their horses

on oats, and they are thin and slendor." The inference follows of itself.

The Indian names are curious and descriptive. Here are a few, copied

from the ration list:—"Round at Night Woman," "Flying Calf,"

" Trembling Man," " Tried to Fly and Could Not," " Killed in the Night,"
" Thin Woman/' " Dying for Nothing," " Skunk Tallow," &c.

My visit closed with a very enjoyable meeting of all the mission party

for prayer and praise and the reading of God's Word. As a stranger, the

honour was put upon me of conducting the meeting. We sang three

hymns from our Hymnal Companion, *' Come ye yourselves apart and rest

awhile," " O, the bitter shame and sorrow," and " Go labour on," and we

read together the parable of the Labourers in the Vineyard. The fervour

and earnestness of that meeting I shall never forget. I had to start the

next morning at 4-30, but the interest kept us all absorbed till nearly

midnight.

Tliis account I feel is a. most imperfect one, but I hope,

with all its faults, it may have the result of making all who

road ir, and value Christianity, endeavour to uphold more

earnestly and continuously the hands of those engaged in this trying

work. One of the greatest needs of the mission I found to be a stock of

:. ledicinos, and a simple, rolinblr, and yot moderately complete medical

guide, or vadc mccum. The missionaries are almost hourly in request for

such healing knowledge and appliances as they p'-ssess, and beinj^ without

any special training in the healing art, and with a very limited supply of

rcmodios, their success falls far short of their intentions in tho treatment of
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their patients. I resolved, when leaving, that I would endeavour to supply
this double want as far as possible. It may be that some have been
sufficiently interested in this story to be wishful to add to my abihty to

make such a gift to the mission complete. If so, I shall gladly welcome
such assistance for so good a cause.
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CHAPTER VIII.

ACROSS THE GREAT LAKES,

HIS letter must be my last. Not tliat there is no more to tell,

but my reader will, I fear, have grown tired of my stor}^, and

besides, by the time this reaches you I shall, I hope, be far

on my way across the Atlantic, homeward bound. I purpose?

therefore, in this final communication, to gather together the remaining

threads of my narrative. To describe again the railway route through

which I passed on my return would be at once useless and wearisome.

After emerging from the Rockies it had no interest. But the traveller to

and from the west by the Canadian Pacific Eailway should always, if the

steamers be running, and the weather permit, take in the Great Lakes

route in one direction. I took it on my return, as most others do. When
you are are outward bound, and all the novelty is fresh upon you, you can

endure the almost endless stretch of forest through which the railway runs

from Montreal to Port Arthur. But when you have crossed the Continent

in a railway carriage and are returning, with no novelty to sustain your

attention, you will hail with delight the escape from wheels and cars to the

steamer and the lake. \
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There is not much to describe in the voyage from Port Arthni o

Owen's Sound. The bold scenery around Thunder Bay and the i- ci-.y

islets which dot the surface of the lake are grand and pretty. The \?cil-

known " Silver Islet " was pointed out to me soon after we passed

Thunder Cape. It is a low-lying spot, hardly raised above the water's

edge. The mines, I believe, are not being worked now, but such was its

extraordinary richness at one time in this precious ore that it used to be

dug out in solid lumps. The moon was at the full during our voyage, and

the moonlight effects on Lake Superior were v'^^v fine. So was also a

sunrise which I was so fortunate as to see out. mv ling, the sun's disc

lifting itself up out of the smooth, mirror-like w -er, d pouring a flood of

glory, increasing every second, across the lak I've of our days on board

was Sunday, and we had divine service, morL ,ig and evening, in the

saloon. At 1-30 on Sunday we reached Soulr ^te Marie, called for brevity

" The Soo." Here Lake Superior flows into jjake Huron, making a broad

and beautiful river. The rapids at this point prevent navigation, and a

canal, with a lock, has been made to enable ships to pass them. This canal

is on the American side, but one is being constructed on the Canadian

bank. It took us two hours to make the drop of 22 fee^ d pass through

the canal, less than a mile in length, the pressure of trj> . being so great.

I used the time to go ashore, and touched American soil for the first time.

Most of the stores in the town were open and carrying on business, and I

found it hard to realise that it was Sunday. An electric railway car made

its frequent journeys, and the only tribute which seemed paid to the day

was in one or two large " dry goods," i.e. drapery, stores, where blinds

were down and doors closed. Resuming our voyage, we passed, on tho

Canadian side, the Shingwauk Homes for Indian boys and girls. These

homos are the result of the untiring labours of the Rev. Mr. "Wilson, a

nephew of the late Vicar of Prestbury, who has devoted his whole life to this

work. It was moonlight again as wo 'jntered Lake Hu*' jn. Tho course taken

by tho C.P.R. line of steamers is not through the prettiest scenery of this lake,

which lies further north, but tho trip is sufficiently enjoyable for anyone.
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Ill the cavlv afternoon avc came to aachor in Owen^s Sound, a narrow

crock, surrounded by a horseshoe of low hills. The town is prettily

situated, but I had not the time to make any further acquaintance with it

except what the landing stage and railway afforded. And now the cars

and the iron road had ouce more to be endured, as far as Toronto. For a

time the country M'as uninteresting ; farm buildings dotted the hills all

along, and the small fields attached to them made it seem as if land was

as scarce as in England. The stumps of trees left from the first clearing

were seen constantly disfiguring the fields, and the heaps of great stones

which had been gathered out showed with what difficulty the land had been

brought under cultivation. Bat this changed after passing Orangeville,

and from thence all the way to Toronto, fields of golden stubble, or green

with meadow grass, or orchards in full perfection, occupied the whole

interval. This is evidently not the place for a farmer to come to from the

old country, if he wants to obtain cheap land. It cannot compete with

Manitoba in the growth of wheat, and must become largely dependent on

dairy and fruit produce.

The city of Toronto, which I reached in the evening, is the finest and

niosL progressive in Canada. I do not remember any city in England

winch equals it in many of its features. Its fine, broad streets, shaded

with trees; its tastorully built houses ; its noble public buildings, and the

gcnoral sense of modornuoss with solidity, will impress every one. Tram

cars mil in every direction, and the city is at night illuminated with electric

ligiits, which makes it seem to be always enjoying a bright full moon.

The poles for tclcgra])li and telephone wires are here, as elsewhere, a great

eyesore, and detract much from the appearance of the streets. The

principal street is King-street, which runs parallel to the lake; and

crossing it at right angles is probably the longest street in the world, said

to bo 32 miles in length in nearly a straight lino ; but of course only a very

.small portion of this is in tlio town. ^I'oronto prides itself on its English

character, and one i'oeis indeed the English spirit pervading it.

*>

'>

4
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Toronto is a convenient place from which to visit Niagara, and of course

I went to see the great Falls. We took a lake steamer, and landed at the

point where the Niagara river opens into Lake Ontario. Thence the

Michigan Central Eailway took us to the falls themselves, through a rich

country where vicoyards, peachy pear, and apple orchards, and fields

of Indian corn abounded. Niagarn has been so often described, and yet is

so indescribable, that I may spare myself any lengthened account of it.

I had made up my mind to be at first disappointed. Many people aie, and

I thought it best to modify my expectations. But my disappointment

was quite the other way, thanks, I think, to the iutelhgent guide, who
showed us the various points of interest in such an order as to make the

grandeur grow upon us. The Eivei* Niagara is the stream by which Lake

Erie pours it surplus waters into Lake Ontario. It is about 36 miles long,

but all the interest of it is confined to about four miles of its course.

Above the Falls it is several miles wide, broken by rocks and rapids.

Then leaping over the Falls, it turns sharp at right angles down a deep

gorge with perpendicular sides, clothed with almost sub-tropical foliage.

For a mile and a half it is comparatively placid, and a small steamboat

plies on it. Then for about an equal distance it rushes through a narrower

channel, and along a steeper bed, at a terrific rate, the underlying rocks

twisting and contorting the torrent into grand and angry forms. Every

now and again, great waves will splash up in foam, and the deep-blue

water become all white. These are the well-known Niagara Rapids, and

it was in the foolhardy attempt to swim them that Captain Webb, the great

swimmer, lost his life. The river then suddenly turns once more at right

angles, but the force of the stream has scooped out at the angle a huge

basin covering some GO or 70 acres, in which it swirls itself round, and

partly seems to cross its own track. This is known as the Whirlpool.

Here the river seems to recover its equilibrium, and to prepare itself to

flow on less madly. Here, too, in the constant circling of the water, the

drift-wood carried down the stream comes ngnin to the surface. And here,

again, the bodies of ^-'le numerous suicides for which, alas ! Niagara is
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famous, are recovered. Wliile I was there the body of a young woman
was sighted and dragged to land. She had been overcome by the fatal

fascination which the Falls exercise over some minds, and had cast herself

over. After visiting the rapids and the whirlpool, we retraced our steps

to the Canadian Falls. The river is divided by an island called Goat Island.

Between it and the Canadian shore are the great Horseshoe Falls. Perhaps the

greatest volume of water passes over here, but in some respects the

American Falls have the advantage. We saw the Horseshoe from above,

and then below, going behind a small portion of the mighty veil of waters

by means of a gallery driven through the rock. The American side was

left until the last. A fine gossamer-looking suspension bridge crosses the

river, and brings you to the park or reservation bordering the Falls. The

first thing is to go down the elevator, and look at the descending flood

from below. Then ascending in the same way you look at it from above.

The angle of rock which forms the edge and lip of the Fall is protected

by a low wall over which you look and see the water tumbling l^V

feet without a break. But the most exciting experience of all is a

visit to the Cave of the Winds. This is made from Goat Island.

You are first shown into a dressing-room and told to undress

entirely. A pair of trousers and a coat of some rough woollen material

are then brought to you, and you invest yourself in these. A boy

then brings a piece of cord and ties you tight round the waist. A
pair of shoes, made of thick felt, and tied with a string round the instep,

completes the first part ofyour toilet. An oilskin jacket with a cap attached

is then put on over all, and you emerge into the Hght of day. Never

before did I feel how much a man is what his tailor makes him. How I

looked myself I do not know, but my friend, a high dignitary of the Church,

was transformed all at once into an escaped convict. The first descent is

down an enclosed spiral staircase of wood. You then emerge again into

daylight, and follow your guide along a narrow shelf of rock towards the

falls. A staircase of wood has been made in parts for safety, and you

descend this till you come to the V "ik of the cataract. Then a perfect

\f
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deluge pours down upon you, which takes away your breath. Your guide

holds your hand firmly, and you follow on step by step through the terrific

shower, and then, rising by slippery ledges of rock, to the Cave of the

Winds. The noise of water and the rush of wind is deafening. You can

hardly look up for the pelting showers, which fill your eyes and beat nr»on

your face. But in time you get more accustomed to it, and can note the

vast cataract which forms a white veil between you and the world. And
now your guide takes you forward, and you thread your way from rock to

rock and stone to stone, but into the open once more, until you arrive by

another path at the point where the Falls are first entered. When we had

finished our circuit I threw off the oilskin and went to the Falls again to get

a proper shower bath, and I can safely say I never enjoyed one more. A
shower bath in Niagara is not an every day experience, and I got the most

out of my opportunity. In dressing, I observed that the wooden walls of

the dressing-room and the back of the door were covered over with names

of visitors, written in pencil. Englishmen are fond of testifying in this way

'to their existence. There was one inscription thus pencilled up behind the

door which struck me at once. It ran, " John Potts, Macclesfield, England,

September 15, 1884." I did not leave my name underneath it, though, of

course, I entered it in the visitors' book. There is always one source of

annoyance at every place of interest at Niagara, to which the visitor is

subjected. He is perpetually tormented by photographers who wish 'o

take his photograph with the Falls in the background. Imagine anyone

placing himself as the foreground of a picture of Niagara !

A few words about Ottawa must bring my story to an end. There is

no place r' which I have been so agreeably disappointed. I looked for a city

of wooden . ouses, with here and there one of a better class, and with nothing

worth looking at but the Government Buildings. I found a large and

flourishing city, built of stone, with handsome churches and public buildings,

and with only a wooden house here and there. Ottawa, as evoryone knows,

is the capital of Canada. It was probably chosen for this honour because

neither Montreal nor Toronto could brook to f>c.i the other < ave this
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advantjigo conferred upon it. In itself there is nothing to mark out Ottowa

for this pre-eminence, though it is beautifully situated in a charming country,

and with healthy surroundings. The Government Buildings are separated

into four noble blocks. That in the centre contains the House of Commons
and the Senate House, and in the rear is one of the most beautiful and well-

appointed liljraries 1 have seen. The other two blocks in the same area are for

the various departments of public service. The fonrth stands outside, and has

but just been completed. It is for the Post Office and some other departments.

From the grounds are lovely views up the Ottawa river, towards the falls, nnd

acres of timber yards, where sawn wood of every size and description stands

stacked for sale and exportation. The beauty of the liver is disfigured by
the sawdust thrown out upon it from the mills. I have been struck hero,

as at many other places, with the extreme richness of the flower masses

which adorn the public grounds. Flowers seem to grow to perfection and

to luxuriate in the long days of sunshine they enjoy in this climate.

And now, in drawing to a close, I fell that I ought to say a few words

about the great Canadian Pacific Jiailway, to the courtesy and kindness of

whose managing secretary I am indebted for liaving seen at ail much of the

country I have described. This line docs not include the word '^ great " in

its official title. ]iut its greatness is on a scale which sufficiently describes

itself. When you think that in one unbroken line, without change of

carriage, or the stoppage of more than a few minutes at any station, you

can travel on it for more than .'5,000 miles
; that it touches the Atlantic

Ocean at one side and the Pacific at the other ; and that it takes you

six days and nights from end to end, the greatness of the lino will

become in one way apparent.

Jiiit this is only one way, and to my mind the least. Tlie engineering

difficulties which have been surmounted in its construction
; the

variety and magnilicenco of country it develops; the changing scenery

which yon soo from its cars, are nil snch as no oilier lino in tho

world could show. As you pursue your way—your woary way it

I
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may be—tlirougli seemingly endless forests, where not as much local traffic

can be looked for as will pay to keep the lino in repairer supply fuel for the

engine, you wonder at the perseverance which went on with the work of

blasting granite rock, and carefully laying sleeper and rail through those

hundreds of unprofitable miles. When you emerge on shining lake or

river, cross waterfalls, run alongside still waters whose surface is clothed

with water lilies, you forget the profits of the company in the pleasuio anc

wonder of these endless pretty waters. Then wlicu you reach the ri.

prairie, already largely the wheat-field of the world, with its stretcli of

unlimited plain ; when you see cornfields like English counties, and meadow
lands grazed by iunummerable herds to whom, in a general way, the only

fence that is known is that which their own habits define, you think how
great and beneficial an undertaking this was which opened these vast

reservoirs of food to the hungry sons of men. And then as you enter the

mountains, climb the summit of their passes in your easy carriage, run along

thoir most beautiful river courses, rise up to the neighbourhood of their

snowy summits, skirt the feet of their glaciers, and descend to ocean again

through the wild and terrible gorges which their streams and rivers have

made for themselves, experiencing all the while a sense of security oven

when your head almost grows dizzy with the danger—all this is such as no

other lino on the surface of the earth can show you to the same extent and

on tho same grand scale. Tourists in search of new scenes and sights, and

who have not crossed from east to west by this link of rail, have a pleasure

before them whidi, once experienced, they will pronounce uni()ue.

But this C. P. K. is great in another way. It is doing more than anything

else to unify this vast Doniiuiou. It brings its se])arated peoph's mid

provinces together. It reveals to Canadians what Canada is,—a fact of which,

till this line was made, most of them wore as truly ignorant as we iu England

have been. For what could people bo expected to know of each other, or

of a country sepanited from them by 2,000 miles of wood ami Ibrost, which

it would take weeks to traverse? As well might wo in Kiighmd be expected

to bo uc(j[uaiutod with tho iutorior of Kussia. Now, regular railway aorvioo,
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with excursion trains at clicap rates, tempt people to see it all ; and all the

parts connected by this iron band of peace and industry draw close to one

anotliei', as part and parcel of the same country. Nor is it for Canada alone

that it offers advantages. It will become Britain's highway to the East.

Ciiiua and Japan are nearer to us both in time and distance by this than

by any other route, and some of my fellow passengers, on my return, had

chosen this route from India and Australia as the pleasantest and the best.

I wish it may be the pleasurable lot of many of my readers to travel as I

have done by its comfortable cars—on which, by night, a comfortable bed

invites you, and in tlie morning an English bath, with every toilet requisite,

refreshes you ; where meals are served regularly, or the train waits for you at

charmingly located hotels while you refresh yourself—on this unique journey

through wood and prairie, by river and lake, through canyon and mountain-

pass, from " Ocean to Ocean/'

(Jhye, lirowr, hhU Cluyu, riliilcrx. Coiotrr Oilluu, Mniuli'vHold,




